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Pull Request Decisions Explained:
An Empirical Overview

Xunhui Zhang, Yue Yu∗, Georgios Gousios, and Ayushi Rastogi

Abstract—Context : The pull-based development model is widely used in open source projects, leading to the emergence of trends in
distributed software development. One aspect that has garnered significant attention concerning pull request decisions is the
identification of explanatory factors. Objective: This study builds on a decade of research on pull request decisions and provides further
insights. We empirically investigate how factors influence pull request decisions and the scenarios that change the influence of such
factors. Method : We identify factors influencing pull request decisions on GitHub through a systematic literature review and infer them
by mining archival data. We collect a total of 3,347,937 pull requests with 95 features from 11,230 diverse projects on GitHub. Using
these data, we explore the relations among the factors and build mixed effects logistic regression models to empirically explain pull
request decisions. Results: Our study shows that a small number of factors explain pull request decisions, with that concerning
whether the integrator is the same as or different from the submitter being the most important factor. We also note that the influence of
factors on pull request decisions change with a change in context; e.g., the area hotness of pull request is important only in the early
stage of project development, however it becomes unimportant for pull request decisions as projects become mature.

Index Terms—pull-based development, pull request decision, distributed software development, GitHub
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1 INTRODUCTION1

THE PULL-BASED development model is an impor-2

tant paradigm for global collaboration in open source3

projects. In this model [1], contributors (also known as re-4

questers and submitters) submit their proposed code changes5

to a base repository by creating a pull request from their6

cloned repository for the reviewers to inspect. The integra-7

tor (also known as the closer and the merger) evaluates the8

proposed changes and decides whether to accept or reject9

the pull request. However, this process is made complex by10

additional actors and mechanisms. For instance, during the11

review, anyone can discuss the feature(s), correctness, etc., of12

the pull request. Moreover, DevOps tools that automatically13

check code adaptability and provide results to contributors14

and integrators exist.15

Many studies on understanding pull-based develop-16

ment have emerged in recent years to improve developer17

contributions, balance integrators’ workloads, optimize re-18

view processes, etc. There are studies on pull request deci-19

sions [2], their latency [3], reviewer recommendations [4],20

[5], the duplication of pull requests [6], [7], the automatic21

generation of pull request descriptions [8], and the priori-22

tization of pull request lists [9], among others. This study23

focuses on explaining pull request decisions.24
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Many studies have made strides in explaining pull 25

request decisions by introducing new factors in the past 26

decade. Some examples of these factors are continuous 27

integration (CI) [10], [11], geographical location [12], and 28

bot usage [13], [14]. Relatedly, a few studies have presented 29

a list of factors that can influence pull request decisions. 30

One outstanding work along this line of Gousios et al. [1] 31

provided a list of developer, project, and pull request char- 32

acteristics. Tsay et al. [15] split factors into two categories, 33

i.e., social- and technical-related factors. A more recent study 34

by Dey et al. [16] combined many such factors (50) to rank 35

their importance for prediction. 36

While several studies have contributed individual pieces 37

to understand pull request decisions, a systematic synthe- 38

sis of the body of knowledge to explain such decisions 39

is missing. If new mechanisms emerge and a new set of 40

factors occurs. Researchers need to decide which factors 41

are more critical when selecting control variables for an 42

empirical study to find their impact on pull request de- 43

cisions. However, there lack relevant studies to tell them 44

how to make choices. Also, understanding factors’ influence 45

in different contexts is essential for researchers to select 46

projects and factors. From developers’ perspectives, when 47

creating predictive tools, it is also important to consider the 48

impact of different contexts. E.g., how to choose factors if 49

reviewers comment during the review process? What factors 50

should be considered if a pull request uses CI tools? Factors, 51

if properly selected, not only maintain accuracy but also 52

significantly improve the efficiency of decision prediction. 53

Therefore, our current work presents an empirical inves- 54

tigation explaining pull request decisions from GitHub in 55

terms of the factors known to influence them. Particularly, 56

we explore the following two research questions: 57

RQ1 How do these factors influence pull request decisions? 58
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RQ2 How do the factors influencing pull request decisions59

change with a change in context?60

First, we conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) to61

identify a comprehensive list of factors known to influence62

pull request decisions. Then, we create a large and diverse63

dataset of pull requests and factors (or their indicators)64

that can be mined from archival software data. Finally,65

we build models (mixed effects logistic regression models)66

that suggest the relations between each factor and pull67

request decisions in general, specific scenarios (e.g., when68

pull requests use CI), and different contexts (e.g., the time69

when pull requests are closed).70

This paper makes the following contributions to soft-71

ware engineering research and practice:72

1) We present a curated dataset of 11,230 projects on73

GitHub with 95 factors and 3,347,937 pull requests.74

Our dataset is diverse in terms of the number of con-75

tributors, programming language, and activities (see76

Table 1). It also covers the entire project lifecycle as a77

representation of diversity in time. Future researchers78

can use and extend our large and rich dataset1 to con-79

duct deeper investigations and use scripts to replicate80

the results.281

2) We present a synthesis of the factors identified in the82

literature, indicating their significance and direction.83

3) We show the importance of these factors in explaining84

pull request decisions and how these decisions change85

with a change in context.86

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section87

2, we explain our research design. In Section 3, we present88

the results. In Section 4, we conduct a case study about89

affiliation-related factors. We discuss the implications in90

Section 5 and present the threats in Section 6. In Section91

7, we describe the related work of this study. In Section 8,92

we present our conclusions and directions for future work.93

2 STUDY DESIGN94

The framework of our study is shown in Figure 1, which95

mainly comprises four parts presenting the steps to em-96

pirically explain pull request decisions. First, we gather a97

comprehensive list of the factors known to influence pull98

request decisions (see the SLR part in Figure 1). Next, we99

collect data from diverse collaboratively developed software100

projects on GitHub to use as proxies for the factors identified101

above (see the Data Collection part in Figure 1). Then, we102

transform the data and transfer them into a form usable103

for analysis (see the Data Preprocessing part in Figure 1).104

Finally, we model the data to answer our research questions,105

starting with an exploratory data analysis (see the Statistical106

Modeling part in Figure 1).107

2.1 Systematic literature review108

To collect all factors known to influence pull request deci-109

sions, we conducted a systematic literature review (see the110

SLR part in Figure 1(a)), which was based on the guidelines111

from Kitchenham et al. [17].112

1. https://zenodo.org/record/4837134#.YLEWyY3isdW
2. https://github.com/zhangxunhui/TSE_pull-based-development

Our search strategy was to identify all scientific articles 113

relating to pull request decisions. We selected two widely 114

used search terms, “pull request” and “pull based”, which 115

are often used interchangeably as pull request models, pull- 116

based development, and similar variants. We combined the 117

two search terms with a logical “OR” operator (i.e., “pull 118

request” OR “pull based”) defining our search space. We 119

searched for (“pull request” OR “pull based”) on Google 120

Scholar, ACM Digital Library, IEEExplore, Web of Science 121

and Ei Compendex, resulting in a total of 3,941 papers. We 122

ran the query on April 17th, 2020. We identified 1,000 papers 123

from Google Scholar, 1,433 from ACM Digital Library, 352 124

from IEEExplore, 487 from Web of Science, and 669 papers 125

from Ei Compendex. We performed an additional step of 126

searching Google Scholar for papers published only in 2020. 127

(Here, we only consider 2020 because we can get all relevant 128

papers through the backward snowballing process [17]. 129

Therefore, we don’t have to perform searches for each 130

year.) This step was necessary since Google Scholar retrieves 131

only the top 1,000 results, which means that it is likely to 132

miss many articles [18], [19]. The additional search (also 133

conducted on April 17th, 2020) resulted in 610 more papers, 134

leading to a total of 4,551 papers for backward snowballing. 135

To identify the factors influencing pull request decisions, 136

the first author manually analyzed the title and abstract of 137

each paper and selected all studies presenting all the factors 138

influencing pull request decisions that can be inferred by 139

mining software archives. The search resulted in 19 papers 140

after excluding papers for the following reasons: 141

• they were written in languages other than English (45 142

papers) 143

• they were duplicates (1,181 papers) 144

• they were initial versions of the papers when extended 145

versions were available (12 papers) 146

• they presented factors not applicable to GitHub (5 147

papers); e.g., a study on Firefox and Mozilla core projects 148

shows that “bug severity” and “bug priority” influence patch 149

acceptance [20]. These attributes do not exist on GitHub 150

• they were not related to pull request decisions (3,277 151

papers) 152

• they were related to pull request decisions but difficult 153

to reproduce (4 papers), e.g., using medical equipment to 154

track the eyes of reviewers [21] 155

• they included factors not generalizable to a wider range 156

of software projects on GitHub (4 papers), e.g., labels [22] 157

that vary across communities 158

• they presented different operationalizations of related 159

concepts (3 papers); e.g., emotions can be measured di- 160

rectly as joy, love, sadness, and anger; indirectly via va- 161

lence, arousal, and dominance [23]; and abstractly based 162

on polarity [24]. We choose one of three representations 163

of emotions, i.e., polarity. As another example, Calefato et 164

al. [25] measured trust using agreeableness, one of the five 165

personality traits used by Iyer et al. [2]. Thus, we chose five 166

personality traits 167

• they presented factors not measurable quantitatively (1 168

paper), i.e., the features relating to pull request decisions 169

found in a qualitative study [26] 170

Next, we identified other relevant articles by considering 171

the references of the 19 selected seed articles. We applied 172
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Fig. 1: Framework of this paper

the backward snowballing method [17] twice, meaning that173

we selected (a) the references of the 19 articles and (b) the174

references of the references. After two rounds, we did not175

find any new related papers. This process resulted in 7 new176

papers, bringing the total to 26 papers presenting the factors177

related to pull request decisions.178

An overview of the 94 features (the factor same_user was179

not considered in previous studies) found in the systematic180

literature review is shown in Table 2, which lists the sym-181

bolic representations of the features in columns 1 and 3, fol-182

lowed by their descriptions in columns 2 and 4, respectively.183

All the features are classified as developer, project, and184

pull request characteristics. Furthermore, Table 10 shows185

the relations between each of the factors and pull request186

decisions, as identified in the 26 selected research articles.187

For the accuracy and validity of the data extraction188

process, the first and the last author did the whole process189

together. First, in the paper screening phase, the first author190

got the initial results. Then the first author and the last191

author met to discuss the paper with uncertainty and finally192

reached an agreement. E.g., the paper [26] was a relevant193

study on pull request decisions, but as a qualitative study,194

it lacked a measure of certainty about the relevant factors,195

so we removed the paper. After that, in the factor extraction196

stage, the first author extracted the initial factors, including197

the name of the factor, the related description, the category198

to which it belongs (pull request, project, or developer), and199

the description of related findings, forming a list. The first200

and the last author then met to discuss and agree on the201

information in the list, which consisted of the following202

steps.203

1) For relevant factors with unclear descriptions, reach an204

agreement, e.g., factor pushed_delta (see Table 2). 205

2) Remove factors that are not applicable for GitHub, e.g., 206

bug severity. 207

3) Remove factors that are difficult to reproduce, e.g., eye 208

tracking of reviewers. 209

4) Confirm the category to which factors belong. 210

5) The last author maintained a list of relevant factors in 211

advance based on the research experience and checked 212

during the meeting to see if they all appeared in the list 213

provided by the first author. 214

After the above process, we finally identified the 94 relevant 215

factors. 216

2.2 Data collection 217

We collected data on a variety of software projects hosted 218

on GitHub as a proxy for the factors identified above. The 219

dataset used for this study came from our prior work [27], 220

featuring 96 factors collected from 11,230 projects. Further- 221

more, we enriched the dataset with missing factors and 222

values (see the Data Collection part in Figure 1). 223

Our initial dataset [27] was built on the publicly available 224

GHTorrent MySQL data dump dated June 1st, 2019.3 It 225

features 96 factors relating to pull requests, developers, 226

or projects (derived from 76 research articles published 227

between 2009 and 2019) for 11,230 software projects. The 228

screening steps of GitHub projects are summarized as fol- 229

lows: 230

1) Filter forked or deleted repositories based on 231

GHTorrent.3 232

3. http://ghtorrent-downloads.ewi.tudelft.nl/mysql/mysql-2019-
06-01.tar.gz
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2) Filter repositories that do not have any pull requests in233

the last three months.234

3) Select projects from six programming languages (as235

against 4 programming languages in the case of236

Gousios et al.’s [28] dataset). The extended JavaScript237

and Go languages are the most popular programming238

languages on Github 4 and the fastest growing pro-239

gramming languages in recent years, respectively. 5
240

4) Select all projects with at least 33 submitted pull re-241

quests. These projects constitute the top 3% of all242

projects in terms of pull request count (as against the243

top 1% in the case of Gousios et al.’s [28] dataset). The244

top 3% here is chosen to make some extensions based245

on Gousios et al.’ dataset [28]. With the development246

of Github, a large number of open source projects247

have emerged. In addition to the most active open248

source projects, we also want to include a wide range249

of projects, including small and relatively less active250

projects. After discussion, we have chosen the top 3%251

of projects.252

5) Split projects according to the tertile thresholds of253

the number of developers in the project, i.e., small-254

sized teams (low tertile) with 12 or fewer develop-255

ers, medium-sized teams (middle tertile) with 13 and256

up to 30 developers, large-sized teams (high tertile)257

with more than 30 developers. Randomly select 4,000258

projects in each class.259

6) Remove the data holding project260

“everypolitician/everypolitician-data”, which is261

extremely large, and we lack the ability to collect262

related factors.263

7) After discussion among authors, remove projects with264

less than 20 closed pull requests related to their default265

branch to ensure enough data for the subsequent steps266

required in research.267

After the above steps, 11,230 projects remained, which offers268

a total of 3,347,937 closed pull requests (meaning a deci-269

sion has been made) submitted to the repository’s default270

branch.271

TABLE 1: Description of project diversity

category type project count percentage

language

JavaScript 3,879 34.5%

Python 3,055 27.2%

Java 1,823 16.2%

Ruby 1,243 11.1%

Go 913 8.1%

Scala 317 2.8%

project size
small ≤ 12 developers 3,711 33%

mid ≤ 31 developers 3,634 32.4%

large > 31 developers 3,885 34.6%

project activity

min = 33 pull requests - -

25% ≤ 55 pull requests 2,843 25.3%

50% ≤ 106 pull requests 2,796 24.9%

75% ≤ 261 pull requests 2,791 24.9%

max = 38, 953 pull requests - -

4. https://octoverse.github.com/#top-languages-over-the-years
5. https://hub.packtpub.com/why-golan-is-the-fastest-growing-

language-on-github/

Our initial dataset is futuristic and emphasizes generaliz- 272

ability - a design choice for a wide range of explorations [27]. 273

Moreover, our dataset has 12 times more projects and 10 274

times more pull requests than Gousios et al.’s [28] dataset 275

and is more diverse than any of the datasets of prior studies 276

focusing on pull request decisions, which have, until now, 277

largely focused on the most popular projects. 278

From Table 1, we can see that the diversity of selected 279

projects is mainly manifested in three aspects, i.e., covering 280

6 languages, containing different numbers of contributors, 281

and including projects with different activity levels (the 282

number of pull requests ranges from 33 to more than 30 283

thousand). Our dataset has features that are applicable to 284

projects outside GitHub and has additional features that are 285

likely to influence pull request development - an extrapola- 286

tion of existing features. 287

For our analysis, we selected data related to the factors 288

identified by our systematic literature review from the initial 289

dataset. We noticed that 14 factors identified by our system- 290

atic literature review did not exist in the initial dataset, so we 291

added these missing features. Table 2 presents a complete 292

list of the factors known to influence pull request decisions 293

on GitHub. Factors marked as ? are additions to those of the 294

initial dataset [27]. 295

Finally, we enriched our dataset by filling in missing 296

values wherever possible based on GHTorrent6, GitHub 297

API and source code of repository. For example, the ini- 298

tial dataset used the tool by Vasilescu et al. [29] to infer 299

country information. The resulting dataset, however, had 300

a large number of missing values. We applied several 301

steps, such as using country_code information and pycoun- 302

try package7 to extract country names. In this way, we 303

were able to derive the country information of an addi- 304

tional 546,682 contributors (1,473,008 previously), 747,204 305

integrators (1,580,256 previously) and 796,083 same-country 306

participants (1,081,668 previously). The expanded country 307

information can be seen on GitHub.8 To verify the va- 308

lidity of the data, we randomly selected 100 developers 309

with predicted country information. Then, the first author 310

manually checks the accuracy according to the developer’s 311

GitHub homepage and the given external site. Only two 312

developers made a mistake in their predictions, and another 313

two developers’ country information could not be judged 314

based on the existing knowledge. Therefore, the precision of 315

the extracted country information ≈ 96%. 316

We added a factor, same_user, that did not exist in prior 317

studies (marked as • in Table 2). While the information on 318

the same user is not useful itself, it adds meaning to fac- 319

tors such as same_country, same_affiliation, and personality- 320

difference-related factors (e.g., open_diff ), which make sense 321

only when the contributor and integrator are not the same 322

users. In our dataset, we found that 43.6% of the pull 323

requests were integrated by submitters (85.7% of them were 324

core contributors, and 14.3% were external contributors). 325

Compared to directly committing to code repositories, pull- 326

based development is becoming a standard collaborative 327

model in which not only external contributors but also core 328

6. https://ghtorrent.org/
7. https://pypi.org/project/pycountry/
8. https://github.com/zhangxunhui/TSE_pull-based-

development/blob/master/country_info.csv
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TABLE 2: Comprehensive list of the factors known to influence pull request decisions on GitHub

Factor Description Factor Description
Developer Characteristics

first_pr first pull request? yes/no prior_review_num # of previous reviews in a project
core_member core member? yes/no first_response_time # of minutes from pull request creation to the

reviewer’s first response
contrib_gender gender? male or female contrib_country country of residence
same_country same country contributor/integrator? yes/no prior_interaction # of interactions with a project in the last three

months
same_affiliation same affiliation contributor/integrator? yes/no contrib/inte_affiliation contributor/integrator affiliation
contrib/inte_X contributor/integrator personality traits (open:

openness; cons: conscientious; extra: extraver-
sion; agree: agreeableness; neur: neuroticism)

perc_contrib/inte_X_emo % of contributor/integrator (neg: negative/pos:
positive) emotion in comments

X_diff absolute difference in the personality traits of the
contributor and the integrator

contrib/inte_first_emo emotion in contributor/integrator’s first com-
ment

social_strength fraction of team members interacted with in the
last three months

contrib_follow_integrator contributor followed integrator before pull re-
quest creation? yes/no

followers # of followers at pull request creation time same_user • same contributor and integrator? yes/no
prev_pullreqs # of previous pull requests account_creation_days # of days from the contributor’s account creation

to pull request creation
contrib_perc_commit ? % of the contributor’s previous commit requester_succ_rate past pull request success rate

Project Characteristics
sloc executable lines of code team_size # of active core team members in the last three

months
language programming language open_issue_num # of open issues
project_age # of months from project to pull request creation open_pr_num # of open pull requests
pushed_delta # of seconds between two latest pull requests

open
fork_num # of forks

pr_succ_rate pull request acceptance rate of project test_lines_per_kloc # of test lines per 1K lines of code
stars # of stars integrator_availability ? latest activity of the two most active integrators
test_cases_per_kloc # of test cases per 1K lines of code asserts_per_kloc # of assertions per 1K lines of code
perc_external_contribs % of external pull request contributions

Pull Request Characteristics
churn_addition # of added lines of code churn_deletion # of deleted lines of code
bug_fix fixes a bug? yes/no description_length length of pull request description
test_inclusion test case existing? yes/no comment_conflict keyword “conflict” exists in comments? yes/no
hash_tag “#” tag exists? yes/no num_participants # of participants in pull request comments
lifetime_minutes # of minutes from pull request creation to latest

close time
part_num_code # of participants in pull request and commit com-

ments
ci_exists uses CI? yes/no ci_build_num # of CI builds
ci_latency # of minutes from pull request creation to the

first CI build finish time
perc_neg_emotion % of negative emotion in comments

num_code_comments ? # of code comments perc_pos_emotion % of positive emotion in comments
test_churn # of lines of test code changed (added + deleted) num_code_comments_con ? # of contributor’s code comments
ci_test_passed all CI builds passed? yes/no ci_first_build_status CI first build result
ci_failed_perc % of CI builds failed ci_last_build_status CI last build status
num_commits # of commits src_churn # of lines changed (added + deleted)
files_added # of files added files_deleted # of files deleted
files_changed # of files touched Friday_effect ? pull request submitted on a Friday? yes/no
reopen_or_not ? pull request is reopened? yes/no commits_on_files_touched # of commits on files touched
has_comments ? pull request has a comment? yes/no num_comments # of comments
has_participants ? has a participant? yes/no core_comment ? has a core member comment? yes/no
contrib_comment ? has a contributor comment? yes/no inte_comment ? has an integrator comment? yes/no
has_exchange ? has contributor and integrator comments?

yes/no
other_comment ? has noncontributor/core team comment? yes/no

num_comments_con ? # of contributor comments at_tag “@” tag exists? yes/no
NOTE: Factors marked as ? are additions of our study to the latest MSR Data Showcase pull request dataset [27], while • are additions to previous studies.
All metrics are relative to a referenced pull request in a project.
Factors that change over time (e.g., core team) are measured using the previous three months of development activities in a project.
The related paper information and the nature of each factor can be seen in Table 10.

members are interested. Therefore, it is necessary to add this329

factor and study its influence on pull request decisions.330

For factor bug_fix, we followed Fan et al.’s [30] method331

in finding the tag for determining whether the pull request332

is a bug fix or not. In their method, they manually found the333

most used tags for bug-prone and non-bug-prone issues.334

(The tags are listed in Table 3.) Therefore, we first check335

whether the pull request has a tag marking its type. If not,336

we link the pull request to an issue [31]. If the pull request337

fixes an issue, we check the related issue’s tag to see whether338

the pull request fixes a bug or not. To ensure data accuracy,339

we did not use a prediction model to predict the type of pull340

request.341

TABLE 3: Bug and non-bug tags

Category Tags

Bug “bug”; “defect”; “type:bug”

Non-bug “enhancement”; “feature”; “question”; “feature request”; “doc-
umentation”; “improvement”; “docs”

2.3 Data preprocessing 342

Our exploration of the resulting dataset (manually and 343

using data distribution graphs) showed some unexpected 344

data values for factors such as first_response_time, ci_latency, 345

account_creation_days and project_age. It is important to fix 346

them for reliable inferences (see the Technical Report [32] 347

for examples). 348
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• first_response_time has negative values for some pull re-349

quests. One possible reason is that our metric considers350

the discussion under a pull request and the comments351

under the related code. Since some comments exist352

before pull request creation, our data show negative353

values. We fix this issue by excluding pull requests with354

negative values (0.4%).355

• ci_latency has negative values for some pull requests. CI356

latency measures the time from pull request creation to357

CI build finish time. In some cases, however, commits358

exist prior to pull request creation, and the time of first359

build recorded is earlier than the creation time of a pull360

request. We fix this problem by removing such pull361

requests (1.5%).362

• account_creation_days and project_age have negative val-363

ues, which happens in special cases where the creation364

time of a user account on GHTorrent is different from365

that on Github API. Here too, we remove such cases366

(0.1%).367

• bug_fix has 99.3% empty values. We remove this factor,368

which otherwise can adversely affect the analysis.369

For the time-related factors, we verified the accuracy370

of the remaining data by randomly selecting 100 records.371

We found that the inconsistency between the GHTorrent372

MySQL version and GitHub API resulted in the accuracy373

of first_response_time, account_creation_days, project_age, and374

ci_latency at about 98%, 97%, 96%, and 94%, respectively.375

We have added this part to the Threats to Validity section.376

2.4 Statistical modeling377

Presenting a comprehensive analysis of the factors influenc-378

ing pull request decisions, we build generic models compris-379

ing all the factors and models representing specific cases. We380

also build models within different contexts. However, first,381

we explore relationships among the factors identified above.382

Our preliminary exploration into the relationship among383

factors started with calculating the correlations among all384

the factors. We calculated the Spearman correlation coef-385

ficient (ρ) for continuous factors [1], Cramér’s V (Φc) for386

categorical factors [33], and partial Eta-squared (η2) for the387

correlation between continuous and categorical factors [34].388

We consider ρ > 0.7 [1], Φc >
0.5
df [35] and η2 > 0.14 [35] as389

strong correlations.390

A list of strongly correlated factors is presented in Ta-391

ble 4, in which the strongly correlated factors are separated392

from the other factors by a dotted line. For a complete list393

of correlations between each pair of factors, refer to our394

technical report [32].395

Next, we built mixed effects logistic regression models to396

empirically explain the factors influencing pull request de-397

cisions. The models used the project identifier as a random398

effect, indicating similarity among the pull requests of a399

project [36]. All other factors had fixed effects. The resulting400

model indicated the significance of a factor and direction of401

its association with a pull request decision (accept or reject).402

We used the glmer function of the lme4 [37] package in R to403

model pull request decisions.404

To build an explanatory model, we included all factors405

that could be meaningfully added together, did not present406

TABLE 4: Choices and corresponding reasons for strongly
correlated factors

Correlated factors Selected factor Reason
test_lines_per_kloc

test_lines_per_kloc previous studytest_cases_per_kloc
asserts_per_kloc
src_churn

src_churn frequencychurn_addition
churn_deletion
num_comments

num_comments frequencyat_tag
num_participants
num_comments_con
core_member

core_member frequencyperc_external_contribs
social_strength
requester_succ_rate
stars

stars frequencyfork_num
inte_affiliation
prev_pullreqs prev_pullreqs frequencyprior_interaction
num_code_comments

num_code_comments frequencypart_num_code
num_code_comments_con
open_pr_num open_pr_num frequencyfork_num
ci_latency ci_latency promising performanceci_build_num
sloc sloc promising performancelanguage
has_comments

has_comments expressiveness

has_participants
core_comment
contrib_comment
inte_comment
has_exchange
prior_review_num prior_review_num data availabilityinte_affiliation
open_issue_num open_issue_num data availabilityinte_affiliation
inte_cons inte_cons data availabilityinte_affiliation
inte_extra inte_extra data availabilityinte_affiliation
inte_agree inte_agree data availabilityinte_affiliation
same_country same_country discussioncontrib_country
perc_contrib_pos_emo perc_contrib_pos_emo discussioncontrib_first_emo
perc_inte_neg_emo perc_inte_neg_emo discussioninte_first_emo
perc_inte_pos_emo perc_inte_pos_emo discussioninte_first_emo
same_user

same_user discussion
inte_first_emo
inte_affiliation
contrib_affiliation
contrib_rate_author
same_affiliation same_affiliation discussioncontrib_affiliation
perc_neg_emotion

perc_neg_emotion discussionperc_contrib_neg_emo
contrib_first_emo
inte_first_emo
perc_pos_emotion perc_pos_emotion discussioninte_first_emo
ci_failed_perc

ci_failed_perc discussionci_test_passed
ci_first_build_status
ci_last_build_status
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the same or similar information as other factors, and were407

easy to interpret.408

1) Adding meaningful factors. While adding factors to a409

model, we observed that 17 factors (postconditional410

factors in Table 5) did not make sense outside a specific411

context. For example, if the contributor and integrator412

were the same, then factors such as “personality dif-413

ference” did not exist and made no sense. We refer414

to such factors as “preconditional factors” and “postcon-415

ditional factors”. “Preconditional factors” are those that416

must exist for another factor to exist and make sense417

(e.g., same_user in the previous example). Conversely,418

“postconditional factors” are the factors in which their419

existence is conditional on preconditional factors (e.g.,420

open_diff ). All the other factors are classified into the421

“others” category. A complete list of pre- and postcon-422

ditional factors is presented in Table 5.423

2) Factors presenting the same information. Our prelimi-424

nary investigation showed that several factors identi-425

fied from the literature were strongly correlated with426

each other (see Table 4 for a list of strongly corre-427

lated factors). When two related factors were added428

to a model, they changed not only pull request de-429

cisions but also other factors, which could change430

the estimated effect of these factors on pull request431

decisions and their significance, also referred to as a432

multicollinearity problem [38]. To avoid multicollinear-433

ity, we selected one of the many strongly correlated434

factors. Our choice of the selection of a factor was435

influenced by its use in previous studies (e.g., [1] chose436

test_lines_per_kloc), frequency of occurrence in the litera-437

ture (e.g., core_member appeared most often), promising438

performance (indicating the likelihood of strong corre-439

lation with pull request decisions) (e.g., sloc significantly440

influences pull request decisions [12], while language441

does not have such a conclusion according to previous442

studies), expressiveness (e.g., has_comments is broader443

and more informative than contrib_comment), data avail-444

ability (e.g., open_issue_num has most nonempty val-445

ues), and otherwise in discussion with the last author446

(e.g., perc_pos_emotion is more representative for the447

whole review process than inte_first_emo; same_country448

takes the country relationship between the contributor449

and the integrator into consideration; same_user is the450

precondition for eight factors (see Table 5)). We also451

excluded factors with variance inflation factor (VIF) val-452

ues ≥ 5, as such values could inflate variance, measured453

using the vif function of the car package in R [39]. In454

this way, we removed num_code_comments that were455

otherwise moderately correlated with num_comments456

(ρ = 0.63).457

3) Ease of interpretation. Models perform better when fea-458

tures are approximately normal and in a comparable459

scale.9 We stabilized the variance in features by adding460

a value “1” and log-transforming the continuous vari-461

ables. Then, we transformed the features into a com-462

parable scale with a mean value of “0” and a standard463

deviation of “1”.464

9. https://medium.com/@sjacks/feature-transformation-
21282d1a3215

TABLE 5: Factors with dependency

postconditional factor preconditional factor
perc_pos_emotion

has_commentsperc_neg_emotion
first_response_time
perc_contrib_pos_emo contrib_commentperc_contrib_neg_emo
perc_inte_neg_emo inte_commentperc_inte_pos_emo
ci_latency ci_existsci_failed_perc
same_country

same_user

same_affiliation
contrib_follow_integrator
open_diff
cons_diff
extra_diff
agree_diff
neur_diff

2.4.1 Factors influencing pull request decisions 465

To explain pull request decisions, we intended to build a 466

model with all the known factors. However, in practice, this 467

is not possible. We noticed that the postconditional factors 468

(see Table 5) did not make sense unless a precondition was 469

met. For example, the factor ci_latency was meaningful only 470

when the factor ci_exists was true. Here, ci_exists presents a 471

precondition contingent on which factors, such as ci_latency, 472

are meaningful, which are also referred to as postconditional 473

factors. Table 5 presents a complete list of the dependent 474

factors in our dataset. The remaining factors have no such 475

dependency on other factors. 476

To understand how the identified factors influence pull 477

request decisions, we built two types of models. 478

1) We built a basic model that comprised all the factors with 479

no dependencies on each other and preconditional fac- 480

tors. This model offered an overview without entering 481

the details offered by the postconditional factors. 482

2) Next, we built models for the special cases relating to 483

preconditions: developer, pull request, and tools as 484

identified in Table 5. 485

• developer: when the contributor and the integrator are 486

not the same users (same_user=0) 487

• pull request: when a pull request has comments 488

(has_comment=1) 489

• tool: when a pull request uses the CI tool (ci_exists=1). 490

Each of these special case models are built on a subset 491

of the data used in the basic model that meets the 492

precondition. 493

2.4.2 Influence of context 494

To explore the relevance of context in explaining pull re- 495

quest decisions, we studied five scenarios relating to the 496

developer, pull request, project, tools, and time. Figure 2 497

presents a pictorial depiction of the five scenarios in rela- 498

tion to the pull request decision and metrics. To study the 499

influence of context, we trained the same model on different 500

observations representing specific contexts. 501

• developer characteristic: We chose the factor same_user 502

indicating whether a pull request is submitted and 503

integrated by the same user. It is the most important de- 504

veloper characteristic influencing pull request decisions 505
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Fig. 2: Contexts in pull request decisions

(see the basic model in Table 6) and a precondition for a506

range of factors. We think that pull requests integrated507

by oneself behave differently than those integrated by508

others.509

• pull request characteristic: We chose the factor510

has_comments as an indicator of a pull request charac-511

teristic influencing the decision [15]. It is one of the512

top five factors influencing decisions (see the basic513

model in Table 6) and a precondition for several factors,514

including perc_pos_emotion and first_response_time (see515

Table 5). This factor explores decisions for pull requests516

both with and without comments.517

• project characteristic: We selected the factor team_size as518

an indicator of project characteristics such as project519

popularity and maturity. We assumed that teams of dif-520

ferent sizes represented different contexts (as also seen521

in other studies [40], [41]). We studied three team sizes:522

small (team_size ≤ 4), medium (4 < team_size ≤ 10),523

and large (team_size > 10). Here we split the pull524

request according to the tertile of factor team_size. 10
525

• supporting tools: We selected the factor ci_exists for its526

reported influence on pull request decisions [10] and527

relevance in our special case model (refer to Table 6).528

In addition, a previous study has shown that the us-529

age of CI tools changes during the development of530

projects [43]. Therefore, we assumed that factors in-531

fluence pull request decisions differently depending on532

whether they are pull requests using CI tools or those533

not using CI tools.534

• project evolution: We studied temporal evolution to see535

if the process changed over time. We studied decision-536

making in three time periods: before June 1st, 2016,537

between June 1st, 2016, and June 1st, 2018, and between538

June 1st, 2018, and June 1st, 2019 (aka after June 1st,539

2018). A pull request belonged to a time period when540

it was integrated. For this scenario, we included only541

projects (and their pull requests) active in all three time542

periods. 11
543

2.4.3 Interpretation of statistical models544

The resulting mixed effects logistic regression models ex-545

plain the influence of factors in models and their relative546

10. A sensitivity analysis with threshold values (small size ranging
from 2-6, large size ranging from 8-12) yielded similar results. See the
technical report [42] for the detailed results.

11. A sensitivity analysis with threshold values (first period ranging
from December 1st, 2015 to December 1st, 2016, third period ranging
from December 1st, 2017 to December 1st, 2018) yielded similar results.
See the technical report [42] for the detailed results.

relevance. Section 3 presents the findings from these mixed 547

effects logistic regression models. Each model has two parts: 548

an intercept and influence of a factor, expressed as follows: 549

odds ratiop−value[percentage variance] (1)

The odds ratio expresses the association between a factor 550

and a pull request decision as “the increase or decrease in 551

the odds of acceptance for a ‘unit’ increase of a factor” [15]. 552

In this work, a “unit” of each factor was one standard 553

deviation from the standardization of the log-transformed 554

factors. The term p value indicates the statistical significance 555

of a factor, which was indicated by asterisks: *** p<0.001; 556

** p<0.01; * p<0.05 [10], [12]. It represents the probability 557

of the evidence against the null hypothesis, i.e., "there is no 558

association between each factor and pull request decisions." 559

Finally, the percentage of explained variance was used as a 560

proxy for the relative importance of a factor. The variance 561

explained by each factor is derived from ANOVA Type- 562

II analysis [44]. When it is relative to the total amount of 563

variance (the percentage of explained variance), the result 564

can serve as a proxy for effect size, which means how much 565

effect one factor has in explaining pull request decisions. 566

This metric is similar to the percentage of total variance 567

explained by least squares regression [39] and has been used 568

in prior studies [45]. 569

We reported the goodness of fit of each model using the 570

area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) 571

value (for training data), where an AUC value greater than 572

0.5 indicated the effectiveness of the model [12]. We also 573

reported the predictive performance of related models using 574

the weighted precision, weighted recall, and weighted f- 575

score [46]. 576

In practice, we split the pull requests in close time and 577

used the first 90% of pull requests for training and the 578

remaining 10% for testing. We measured the predictive per- 579

formance of the basic model only to present the prediction 580

effect of pull request decisions by integrating as many fac- 581

tors as possible and to explain factor performance in other 582

situations, without reporting their prediction performance. 583

The above metrics collectively indicated the predictive per- 584

formance of both the baseline and logistic regression models 585

for our highly imbalanced dataset [46]. 586

3 RESULTS 587

This section presents how factors influence pull request de- 588

cisions (answering RQ1) via a basic model, which comprises 589

all the factors likely to influence pull request decisions, 590

excluding those that cannot make it to the basic model. Next, 591

we describe how the factors influencing pull request deci- 592

sions change with a change in context (answering RQ2). We 593

present five scenarios representing developer, pull request, 594

project, tool, and time characteristics. 595

3.1 RQ1: How do factors influence pull request deci- 596

sions? 597

3.1.1 Basic model 598

Our basic model in Table 6 (column 3) shows 46 factors 599

known to influence pull request decisions arranged in non- 600

increasing order of relative relevance. In comparison to a 601
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random classifier (with weighted precision: 0.81, weighted602

recall: 0.79, weighted f-score: 0.80, and AUC_test: 0.50),603

our basic model performed better (with weighted preci-604

sion: 0.89, weighted recall: 0.90, weighted f-score: 0.89, and605

AUC_test: 0.82), suggesting an improvement in our model606

in terms of decision making.607

The five most important factors influencing pull request608

decisions are same_user, lifetime_minutes, prior_review_num,609

has_comments and core_member. Table 6 (column 3) shows610

that these top five factors (shown in dark gray) explain611

approximately 83% of the variance. This number reaches612

approximately 95% when considering the influence of the613

top 10 factors. The remaining 36 factors collectively explain614

5% of the explained variance.615

The most important factor influencing pull request616

decisions was same_user (with 31% variance). Moreover,617

same_user decreased the odds of acceptance of a pull request618

by 48% per unit when a pull request was integrated by the619

contributor. One possible explanation for this observation620

relates to the process of pull-based development. Due to the621

standardized process of such development, contributions622

should be reviewed and merged by others during the pro-623

cess. However, since all contributors could close their own624

pull requests, it was possible for them to find problems in625

their pull requests from others’ comments or CI build results626

and close their own pull requests.627

Through Table 8, we can see that many project related628

factors, including open_pr_num, project_age, sloc, were found629

to influence pull request decisions in related works signif-630

icantly. However, through integrating various factors, we631

find that the project related factors did not contribute greatly632

to pull request decisions, as these factors explained only633

approximately 1% of the variance. However, the developer-634

and pull-request-related factors are more important, ex-635

plaining 52% and 46% of the variance, respectively. See636

the dynamic treemap to compare the relative importance637

of factors in different categories visually. 12
638

3.1.2 Special cases639

Table 6 shows the results of the three special cases in the640

last three columns. Factors ranking the top 5 in each model641

(T1−5) are shown in deep gray, and factors ranking in the642

top 6-10 in each model (T6−10) are shown in light gray.643

When the contributor and integrator were different users644

(same_user=0) (see column 4 in Table 6), we found that three645

additional factors had a small effect on pull request deci-646

sions. The only factor that made it into the top 10 factors was647

personality difference, namely, differences in agreeableness648

(agree_diff ). The two other factors were differences in open-649

ness to experience (open_diff ), also indicating differences in650

personality, and the same affiliation of the contributor and651

integrator (same_affiliation).652

When there existed at least one comment653

(has_comments=1) (see column 5 in Table 6), positive654

emotion became relatively important, with a sizable655

effect (> 3% variance). This change can be attributed656

to the phenomenon that positive reactions during the657

code review process can lead to contributors’ active658

12. https://github.com/zhangxunhui/TSE_pull-based-
development/blob/main/treemap-basic-model.html

participation and increase the likelihood of pull request 659

acceptance. However, negative emotion is not important 660

in pull request decisions. A possible explanation for this 661

is that different developers tend to act differently toward 662

negative emotion. Therefore, negative emotion during 663

discussion faces difficulty in effectively making the final 664

decision. To verify our observation, we built models 665

for pull requests that had at least one comment from a 666

contributor (contrib_comment=1) or at least one comment 667

from an integrator (inte_comment=1) [42]. We found that 668

both perc_contrib_pos_emo and perc_inte_pos_emo explained 669

more than 3% of the variance, which was much higher than 670

that of negative emotion. 671

When pull requests used CI tools (ci_exists=1) (see col- 672

umn 6 in Table 6), factor ci_failed_perc stood out, explaining 673

18% of the variance, which implies that the build status of 674

CI tools is important for review decisions, especially the 675

percentage of build failures. 676

Pull request decisions is mostly explained by a few
factors (5 to 10 factors) such that developer and
pull request characteristics are more important than
project characteristics.
The relation between contributor and integrator
(same_user) is the most important factor influencing
pull request decisions.
In special cases, when a pull request has comments,
comment’s positive emotion is linked to pull request
acceptance. Likewise, when pull requests use CI
tools, the percentage of failed CI builds become
important for pull request decisions.

677

3.2 RQ2: How do the factors influencing pull request 678

decisions change with a change in context? 679

3.2.1 Developer characteristic 680

Table 7 shows that in comparison to the pull requests 681

submitted and integrated by the same user, when the 682

contributor and integrator are not the same person, the 683

variance explained by the experience of the integrator 684

(prior_review_num) decreases from 31% (row 1, column 2 - 685

same user: yes) to 0% (row 1, column 3 - same user: no). 686

This finding implies that the integrator’s experience plays 687

a limited role when making decisions regarding others’ 688

contributions. However, this factor becomes very important 689

for an integrator’s own contributions. One way to explain 690

this observation can be that external contributors, without 691

review experience, generally do not have the right to merge 692

the code. Experienced integrators, in contrast, are familiar 693

with the management process, know when to merge a pull 694

request, and have the ability to merge a pull request. In 695

this way, differences in permission linked to integrators’ 696

experience can influence pull request decisions. 697

For the lifetime of pull requests (lifetime_minutes), the 698

percentage of explained variance increased from 19% (row 699

2, column 2 - same user: yes) to 44% (row 2, column 3 - 700

same user: no). A possible explanation for this observation 701

is that when there is no response from a contributor for a 702

long time, a pull request is more likely to be closed by the 703

reviewer. However, when the pull request is reviewed by 704
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TABLE 6: Results of special cases. - means the factor is not included in the model. Color: deep gray represents factors with
explained variance rank in the Top 5 and light gray represents factors rank in the Top 6-10.

Factor Index Dependent variable: merged_or_not=1
basic model same_user=0 has_comments=1 ci_exists=1

(Intercept) 21.1∗∗∗ 32.5∗∗∗ 15.4∗∗∗ 26.1∗∗∗

(1) same_user 0.52∗∗∗[31.17] - 0.60∗∗∗[21.53] 0.50∗∗∗[21.27]

(2) lifetime_minutes 0.61∗∗∗[21.10] 0.52∗∗∗[43.08] 0.53∗∗∗[30.40] 0.50∗∗∗[26.08]

(3) prior_review_num 1.53∗∗∗[13.53] 1.06∗∗ [ 0.20] 1.50∗∗∗[13.94] 1.50∗∗∗[ 8.01]

(4) has_comments 0.63∗∗∗[11.97] 0.52∗∗∗[25.39] - 0.64∗∗∗[ 6.70]

(5) core_member 1.29∗∗∗[ 5.29] 1.02 [ 0.05] 1.30∗∗∗[ 5.86] 1.32∗∗∗[ 3.58]

(6) num_commits 1.30∗∗∗[ 4.49] 1.35∗∗∗[ 6.67] 1.58∗∗∗[13.65] 1.56∗∗∗[ 7.43]

(7) other_comment 1.21∗∗∗[ 3.76] 1.27∗∗∗[ 6.47] 1.12∗∗∗[ 1.58] 1.24∗∗∗[ 2.88]

(8) ci_exists 1.16∗∗∗[ 1.47] 1.25∗∗∗[ 5.13] 1.11∗∗∗[ 0.93] -

(9) hash_tag 1.12∗∗∗[ 1.36] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.51] 1.10∗∗∗[ 1.15] 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.04]

(10) files_added 0.91∗∗∗[ 0.74] 0.96∗∗ [ 0.18] 0.91∗∗∗[ 0.61] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.48]

(11) prev_pullreqs 1.15∗∗∗[ 0.73] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.51] 1.16∗∗∗[ 0.99] 1.15∗∗∗[ 0.43]

(12) commits_on_files_touched 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.59] 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.51] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.22] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.04]

(13) open_pr_num 0.82∗∗∗[ 0.47] 1.16∗∗∗[ 0.26] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.87∗∗∗[ 0.15]

(14) account_creation_days 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.41] 1.16∗∗∗[ 2.52] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.41] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.53]

(15) first_pr 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.36] 0.99 [ 0.01] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.27] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.16]

(16) test_churn 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.27] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.59] 1.11∗∗∗[ 0.59] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.42]

(17) files_changed 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.26] 0.91∗∗∗[ 0.42] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.14] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.02]

(18) project_age 1.11∗∗∗[ 0.26] 1.06 [ 0.08] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.19] 1.21∗∗∗[ 0.53]

(19) reopen_or_not 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.25] 0.99 [ 0.05] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.12] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.08]

(20) contrib_open 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.24] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.27] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.20] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.20]

(21) stars 0.86∗∗∗[ 0.22] 0.88∗∗∗[ 0.22] 0.79∗∗∗[ 0.69] 0.89∗∗∗[ 0.10]

(22) inte_open 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.21] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.46] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.64] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.01]

(23) description_length 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.17] 1.02 [ 0.04] 1.01 [ 0.00] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.01]

(24) pushed_delta 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.15] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.39] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.22] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.12]

(25) followers 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.12] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.52] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.03]

(26) contrib_cons 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.04∗∗ [ 0.16] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.17] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.03]

(27) team_size 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.02 [ 0.00] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.06]

(28) contrib_gender 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.54] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.10] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.03]

(29) files_deleted 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.03] 0.99 [ 0.02] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.18] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.10]

(30) pr_succ_rate 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.73] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.06]

(31) contrib_agree 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.02] 0.99 [ 0.00] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.02]

(32) contrib_extra 0.99∗∗∗[ 0.02] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.29] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.07] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.04]

(33) contrib_neur 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.41] 1.01∗∗ [ 0.01] 1.00 [ 0.00]

(34) inte_neur 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.08] 0.99 [ 0.00]

(35) num_comments 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.91∗∗∗[ 0.88] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.04]

(36) comment_conflict 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.01] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.01]

(37) friday_effect 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.01] 1.01 [ 0.02] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.02]

(38) inte_agree 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.01] 0.89∗∗∗[ 0.54] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.02∗ [ 0.01]

(39) inte_extra 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.01] 1.02 [ 0.01] 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.10]

(40) open_issue_num 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.01] 1.08 [ 0.07] 1.02 [ 0.00] 1.03 [ 0.00]

(41) sloc 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.01] 0.97 [ 0.04] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.06]

(42) test_inclusion 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.01] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.01]

(43) inte_cons 1.01 [ 0.00] 1.04 [ 0.07] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.99 [ 0.00]

(44) integrator_availability 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.04∗∗ [ 0.17] 1.01∗∗ [ 0.01] 1.01 [ 0.00]

(45) src_churn 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.17] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.15]

(46) test_lines_per_kloc 1.01 [ 0.00] 0.91∗∗∗[ 0.32] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.02∗ [ 0.00]

(47) agree_diff - 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.55] - -

(48) cons_diff - 0.98 [ 0.03] - -
(49) contrib_follow_integrator - 1.01 [ 0.01] - -
(50) extra_diff - 0.99 [ 0.01] - -
(51) neur_diff - 0.98 [ 0.05] - -
(52) open_diff - 0.97∗ [ 0.09] - -
(53) same_affiliation - 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.30] - -
(54) same_country - 1.02 [ 0.03] - -

(55) perc_pos_emotion - - 1.18∗∗∗[ 3.14] -

(56) perc_neg_emotion - - 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.37] -
(57) first_response_time - - 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.02] -

(58) ci_failed_perc - - - 0.65∗∗∗[18.28]

(59) ci_latency - - - 1.11∗∗∗[ 0.67]

Observations 1,765,730 91,874 839,505 954,386
AUC_train 0.848 0.891 0.850 0.865
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TABLE 7: Partial results in different contexts. Whole results are shown in Appendix A.
Gray color marks the factors that have more than 5% difference of explained variance in different contexts.

Value before bracket means the odds ratio, value in bracket means the percentage of explained variance, - means the
factor is not included in the model.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
Dependent variable: merged_or_not=1

same user or not has comments or not ci exists or not different team sizes different periods
yes no yes no yes no small mid large before 2016.6 2016.6-2018.6 after 2018.6

(Intercept) 10.4 34.4 13.1 42.4 20.4 13.3 24.9 20.7 15.9 6.9 16.6 7.1
(1) prior_review_num 2.86[31] 0.98[ 0] 1.51[14] 1.91[22] 1.53[14] 1.53[12] 1.59[11] 1.41[ 9] 1.57[19] 1.30[ 6] 1.63[14] 1.72[17]

(2) lifetime_minutes 0.66[19] 0.52[44] 0.61[30] 0.70[13] 0.60[22] 0.61[21] 0.54[24] 0.61[20] 0.67[17] 0.65[20] 0.57[21] 0.62[13]

(3) core_member 1.26[ 9] 1.13[ 1] 1.29[ 6] 1.33[ 6] 1.30[ 5] 1.26[ 5] 1.42[ 6] 1.28[ 5] 1.19[ 3] 1.27[ 6] 1.34[ 5] 1.29[ 3]

(4) num_commits 1.23[ 4] 1.46[10] 1.49[11] 0.98[ 0] 1.32[ 5] 1.25[ 4] 1.36[ 5] 1.31[ 5] 1.26[ 4] 1.18[ 2] 1.32[ 4] 1.36[ 5]

(5) commits_on_files_touched 1.06[ 0] 1.11[ 1] 1.05[ 0] 1.18[ 2] 1.06[ 0] 1.13[ 1] 1.10[ 0] 1.12[ 1] 1.05[ 0] 1.30[ 7] 0.99[ 0] 0.99[ 0]

(6) has_comments 0.68[10] 0.50[27] - - 0.65[10] 0.52[25] 0.57[13] 0.64[10] 0.66[12] 0.63[15] 0.62[10] 0.55[14]

(7) same_user - - 0.56[29] 0.42[42] 0.51[33] 0.59[23] 0.49[24] 0.49[36] 0.55[33] 0.57[31] 0.46[33] 0.46[29]

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
Observations 950,985 1,010,937 1,152,714 809,208 1,611,277 350,645 601,460 703,396 701,900 512,707 585,401 274,121
AUC_train 0.862 0.874 0.837 0.872 0.843 0.884 0.877 0.843 0.837 0.850 0.867 0.879

the contributor himself/herself, he/she knows exactly what705

is happening, and the related decision making is thus not in-706

fluenced as much by the lifetime of a pull request. Likewise,707

for the number of commits (num_commits), the percentage708

of explained variance increased from 4% (row 4, column 2709

- same user: yes) to 10% (row 4, column 3 - same user: no).710

It is likely that during the interaction, the integrator will711

ask the contributor to modify the contribution, increase the712

number of commits, and then make decisions according to713

these changes.714

When comments were present (has_comments), the ex-715

plained variance increased when a pull request was inte-716

grated by another person in comparison to oneself from 10%717

(row 6, column 2 - same user: yes) to 27% (row 6, column718

3 - same user: no). This result can be explained by the fact719

that when integrating pull requests submitted by others, it720

is common for the integrator to understand the contribution721

by communicating with the contributor.722

For whether the contributor is a core developer723

(core_member), we find a notable difference in the influence724

of this factor on the pull request decisions in the set of self-725

integrated pull requests (row 3, column 2 - same user: yes)726

and the other-integrated pull requests (row 3, column 3 -727

same user: no). Although this factor is positively correlated728

with the pull request decisions in both cases (odds ratio>1),729

i.e., pull requests submitted by core developers are more730

likely to be accepted than those submitted by external731

contributors; the explained variance reduces from 9% to732

1%. This indicates that whether the contributor is a core733

developer becomes less important than other factors for pull734

requests integrated by others.735

Whether the contributor and integrator is the same
person or not influences pull request decisions the
most.
If the contributor and integrator is the same, pull
request decisions depend on the contributor’s rela-
tionship to the target project (prior_review_num and
core_member).
When the contributor and integrator are different,
pull request decisions depend on the interaction
between contributor and integrator (has_comments,
lifetime_minutes) and the intermediate results during
the process (num_commits).

736

3.2.2 Pull request characteristic 737

When a pull request did not have comments, the percentage 738

of explained variance of same_user increased from 29% (row 739

7, column 4 - has comments: yes) to 42% (row 7, column 5 - 740

has comments: no). This situation illustrates that the factor 741

same_user is more associated with pull request decisions for 742

those without comments. To investigate the reason, we cal- 743

culated the merging rate of pull requests in four situations 744

(see Table 8). 745

TABLE 8: Pull request merge rate for has_comments and
same_user cross situations

has_comments=true has_comments=false
same_user=true 74.5% 88.3%

same_user=false 82.1% 93.3%

From the table, we can find that for pull requests without 746

comment, the merge rate increases for both cases of fac- 747

tor same_user. However, we find that the merge rate even 748

reaches 93% when same_user=false. Such high probability 749

may be why this factor plays a decisive role in explaining 750

pull request decisions when there is no comment. 751
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Regarding integrator experience (prior_review_num), the752

explained variance increased from 14% (row 1, column 4 -753

has comments: yes) to 22% (row 1, column 5 - has comments:754

no). It is likely that when there are no comments, there755

are cases in which developers close or merge their own756

pull requests. In comparison to core members, external757

developers do not have the right to merge. This restricted758

permission linked to the integrator’s review experience can759

potentially influence the pull request decision.760

For the lifetime of a pull request (lifetime_minutes)761

and the number of commits included in a pull request762

(num_commits), when there exist comments, the integrator763

tends to make the decision based on the contributor’s re-764

sponse speed and how he/she modifies the contribution765

according to the integrator’s suggestions. This can be a766

reason why there exists a higher percentage of variance in767

situations where comments exist.768

When there is no communication between the con-
tributor and reviewers, factors indicating the affilia-
tion of a contributor to the project - whether the con-
tributor and the integrator are the same (same_user)
and review experience (prior_review_num), are im-
portant in influencing pull request decisions.
When there is communication between the contribu-
tor and reviewers, factors representing the activeness
of the interaction (lifetime_minutes, num_commits)
have a bigger influence on pull request decisions.

769

3.2.3 Project characteristic770

As team size increased, the variance explained by the experi-771

ence of the integrator (prior_review_num) initially decreased772

from 11% (row 1, column 8 - team size: small) to 9% (row773

1, column 9 - team size: mid) and then increased from 9%774

(row 1, column 9 - team size: mid) to 19% (row 1, column 10775

- team size: large).776

When considering whether pull requests were submitted777

and integrated by the same user (same_user), the change778

trend was the opposite, increasing from 24% (row 7, column779

8 - team size: small) to 36% (row 7, column 9 - team size:780

mid) and then decreasing from 36% (row 7, column 9 - team781

size: mid) to 33% (row 7, column 10 - team size: large).782

These two types of change indicate that for pull re-783

quests targeting teams of different sizes, the importance of784

prior_review_num and same_user changed nonlinearly. How-785

ever, we have no explanation for this observation.786

As team size increases, integrator’s experience
(prior_review_num) and whether submitter and inte-
grator are the same (same_user) have a V-shaped and
inverted V-shaped relations to pull request decisions
respectively.

787

3.2.4 Supporting tools788

When not using CI tools, the percentage of variance ex-789

plained by comments (has_comments) was 25% (row 6, col-790

umn 7 - ci exists: no), which was higher than that of pull791

requests using CI tools (10%) (row 6, column 6 - ci exists:792

yes). This result can be explained by the fact that when 793

there are no CI tools, contributors can obtain feedback only 794

from reviewers. Therefore, whether comments exist matters 795

greatly in pull request decisions. When using CI tools, 796

contributors can first obtain responses from CI outcomes, 797

which can help with making decisions. 798

For factor same_user, its explained variance decreases 799

from 33% (row 7, column 6 - ci exists: yes) to 23% (row 800

7, column 7 - ci exists: no). According to the previous 801

study [11], teams using CI tools are more effective at merg- 802

ing pull requests submitted by core members. Therefore, we 803

think that the existence of CI tools leads contributors to be 804

more able to make judgments about their own contributions 805

through the build outcome.1314
806

The use of CI tools leads to significant changes in the
influence of two factors on pull request decisions,
i.e., whether the pull request contains comments and
whether the contributor and the reviewer are the
same people. When using CI tools, the availability
of CI build results makes the comments less impor-
tant in explaining pull request decisions, while the
influence of contributor and integrator’s relationship
becomes stronger.

807

3.2.5 Project evolution 808

Before June 2016, the experience of the integrator 809

(prior_review_num) explained just 6% (row 1, column 11 - 810

period: before 2016.6) of the variance, which increased to 811

17% after June 2018 (row 1, column 13 - period: after 2018.6). 812

We calculated the experience of integrators corresponding 813

to pull requests at different periods of project development, 814

as shown in Figure 3. We find that the gap between inte- 815

grators’ experience for merged and unmerged pull requests 816

gradually increases as projects become mature. This is why 817

the variance explained by factor prior_review_num gradually 818

increases. This indicates that the integrator’s experience 819

gradually becomes an important indicator of pull request 820

decisions as the project evolves. 821

For the area hotness of contributions (com- 822

mits_on_files_touched), before June 2016, it had a moderate 823

effect on the decision-making of pull requests, which 824

explained 7% of the variance (row 5, column 11 - period: 825

before 2016.6), and increased the odds of acceptance by 30% 826

per unit. However, as projects became mature, the variance 827

explained decreased to 0% (row 5, column 13 - period: 828

after 2018.6). For the three periods, we also calculated the 829

mean value of commits_on_files_touched (before 2016.6: 40, 830

2016.6-2018.6: 33, and after 2018.6: 28), which shows that 831

the contributions in the early stage of the project were more 832

concentrated. In other words, as projects become larger and 833

more mature, contributions are more widely distributed, 834

and the area hotness of pull requests can hardly contribute 835

to the merging of pull requests for mature projects. 836

For the lifetime of pull requests (lifetime_minutes), the 837

explained variance decreased from 20% (row 2, column 11 838

13. https://github.com/react-boilerplate/react-
boilerplate/pull/2256

14. https://github.com/mggg/GerryChain/pull/290
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Fig. 3: The comparison between integrators’ experience

- period: before 2016.6) to 13% (row 2, column 13 - period:839

after 2018.6). Although this factor negatively influenced the840

pull request merging in all three time periods, the effect size841

decreased. We calculated the changes in the pull request842

lifetime median value as projects evolve. It is found that843

the overall processing time of pull requests increases signif-844

icantly (before 2016.6: 802min, 2016.6-2018.6: 1,188min, and845

after 2018.6: 1,316min). There are many possible reasons for846

this situation. E.g., at the beginning of a project, the devel-847

opment team is small, and the pull requests that have been848

left unprocessed for a long time are likely to be rejected. As849

the project develops, more pull requests are left unprocessed850

(before 2016.6: 58, 2016.6-2018.6: 112, and after 2018.6: 174).851

The reviewers have their processing order, so the overall852

processing time of pull requests grows, but the impact on853

the decision becomes smaller. Also, we think as projects854

become mature, the use of various supporting mechanisms855

in the review process becomes stabilized, e.g., the use of CI856

tools [10], the request of reviews [47], etc. These mechanisms857

lead to the increase of pull request lifetime. However, the858

standardized processes reduce the impact of processing time859

on the final result. There may not be a single reason for the860

change in results. Still, the result reveals that pull request861

processing time on decision-making decreases as the project862

develops.863

As a project evolves, the integrator’s experience
(prior_review_num) becomes more and more impor-
tant for pull request decisions, while the area hotness
of contribution (commits_on_files_touched) no longer
influences the decision making.
Compared to the early stages of project evolu-
tion, the influence of pull request lifetime (life-
time_minutes) on pull request decisions decreases.

864

4 CASE STUDY865

Since companies’ contribution is relatively high in the open866

source world [48], the strategy, decision making, and par-867

ticipation patterns of different companies in open source868

vary greatly [49]. The participation of companies in open 869

source projects also impacts the inflow and retention of 870

external contributors [50]. Therefore, we also consider it 871

interesting to analyze the impact of affiliation-related factors 872

on pull request decisions. Therefore, we added the analysis 873

of affiliation-related factors. 874

We first merge developer accounts and ignore those with 875

more than one affiliation (this may be due to developers’ af- 876

filiation). When considering the merge rate (Figure 4,5,6), we 877

only consider the pull requests submitted and integrated by 878

different users, as factor same_user significantly influences 879

pull request decisions and acts as the precondition of factor 880

same_affiliation. 881
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Fig. 4: Merge rate of top 10 affiliation when acting as
contributor and integrator respectively

Different affiliations have different contribution intensi- 882

ties regarding the number of submitted and integrated pull 883

requests [49]. Figure 4 shows that the merge rate for dif- 884

ferent affiliations varies a lot. For Facebook, its related pull 885

requests’ merge rate is much lower than other affiliations. 886

This may be related to differences in policies or the way 887

contributions are handled by different companies. 888

self
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Fig. 5: Overall merge rate for affiliations integrating their
own contributions (self) or contributions from other

affiliations (other)
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Second, we consider the effect of whether the pull889

request submitter and the integrator are from the same890

affiliation on pull request decisions. In the overall case, the891

merging probability is higher for pull requests submitted by892

their colleagues than those by developers from other affili-893

ations (see Figure 5), which is in line with our perception.894

However, from the result of RQ2 (Table 5 same_user=0), we895

found that when considering together with other factors, the896

factor same_affiliation, although significantly associated with897

pull request decisions, is less effective (explaining only 0.3%898

variance).899
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Fig. 6: Merge rate of different affiliations when integrating
their own contributions (self) or contributions from other

affiliations (other)

Our statistical analysis of each company reveals differ-900

ences in the way companies treat their own contributions901

and external contributions (see Figure 6). For Facebook, the902

probability of merging external contributions is even higher903

than that of merging internal contributions. We think that904

the policy and openness of different companies lead to the905

different treatment of external contributions.906

5 DISCUSSION907

5.1 Pull request decisions explained908

Our study shows that there is no one answer to our research909

questions. Instead, there are generic answers and specific910

answers for the context represented, given the dependen-911

cies among factors. Generally, whether a pull request is912

submitted and integrated by the same person, its lifetime,913

experience of the integrator, presence of comments, and914

coreness of the contributor play decisive roles in pull re-915

quest decisions. When comments in pull requests exist, the916

positive emotion for communication influences pull request917

decisions. When pull requests use CI tools, the percentage918

of build failure influences the decision.919

Interestingly, the influence of the factors changes with a920

change in context:921

Developer characteristic (same user or not): Compared to922

pull requests integrated by different persons, when pull923

requests are submitted and integrated by the same person,924

the importance of the integrator’s experience and the con-925

tributor’s coreness increase for pull request decisions, while926

the importance of the pull request lifetime and the included 927

number of commits decreases (Section 3.2.1). 928

Pull request characteristic (has comments or not): When pull 929

requests have comments, the lifetime and the number of 930

commits included are more important compared to pull 931

requests without any comment. In contrast, the importance 932

of the integrator’s experience and whether the contributor 933

and integrator are the same person are less important when 934

comments exist (Section 3.2.2). 935

Project characteristic (different team sizes): The importance 936

of the integrator’s experience and whether the contributor 937

and the integrator are the same person for pull request 938

decisions changes nonlinearly for teams of different sizes 939

(Section 3.2.3). 940

Tool (CI exists or not): The use of CI tools decreases the 941

importance of comment existence, but the importance of 942

whether the contributor and the integrator are the same 943

person increases for pull request decisions (Section 3.2.4). 944

Project evolution (different periods): The importance of the 945

integrator’s experience in pull request decisions increases 946

as projects evolve, while the importance of area hotness and 947

the lifetime of the contribution decreases (Section 3.2.5). 948

5.2 Relations to the literature 949

5.2.1 Discussion of previous conclusions 950

Referring to the literature (summarized in Table 10), rel- 951

atively speaking, project-related factors are less discussed 952

than pull-request- and developer-related factors. To this end, 953

our study contributes in that not only have few project 954

characteristics been explored in the literature, but they have 955

been considered relatively less important (explains 2% of 956

the variance) than developers (explains 52% variance) and 957

pull request characteristics (explains 46% variance). Our 958

study further provides evidence that human factors are as 959

important or more important than technical factors [51]. 960

When comparing the findings of previous studies with 961

each other and those of our study, we found that in most of 962

the cases, the results were consistent. Only four factors had 963

opposite findings regarding the direction of influence, i.e., 964

files_changed, project_age, team_size and num_commits. One 965

potential explanation that has emerged from our study is 966

that all these factors are relatively less important for pull 967

request decisions, which can potentially explain the differ- 968

ences in the findings. Alternatively, this can simply be due 969

to the differences in the dataset used. Interestingly, many 970

factors that are widely studied across related works, e.g., 971

core_member and src_churn, indicating that these factors are 972

likely to influence the decision, are not as important for pull 973

request decisions. 974

For the factor num_commits, which is relatively impor- 975

tant, ranking in the top 10 across models (Table 6), we 976

focus on this factor to uncover the reasons for conflict 977

findings between previous studies. Yu et al. [10] found a 978

positive effect (the likelihood of pull requests being accepted 979

increases as the number of commits increases), while other 980

studies [52], [53], [54] found a negative effect. Our results 981

are consistent with Yu et al. and argue that the number of 982

commits cannot simply indicate the contribution size. At 983

the time of submission, the number of commits indicates 984

the contribution’s size to some extent. However, as the pull 985
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request review process continues, contributors will modify986

their contributions based on the review feedback and thus987

complete more commits to facilitate the merging of con-988

tributions. Accordingly, we collect the number of commits989

contained in a pull request at both open time and close time,990

investigate their effects on pull request merging separately,991

and find that the number of commits at commit time is992

negatively correlated with pull request merging. At the993

same time, it shifts to a positive correlation at close time. 15
994

Therefore, when a pull request is submitted, the number995

of commits represents the size of the contribution [52],996

[53], [54]. However, commits during the review process997

represent the changes made by the contributor according998

to the reviewers’ comments, thus increasing the likelihood999

of pull request acceptance [10].1000

5.2.2 Findings in general context1001

Considering all pull requests without distinguishing be-1002

tween contexts, the top 5 factors for explaining pull re-1003

quest decisions are: whether the contributor and inte-1004

grator are the same people (same_user), the lifetime of1005

pull requests (lifetime_minutes), the experience of the in-1006

tegrator (prior_review_num), whether there exists comment1007

(has_comments), whether the contributor is the core member1008

(core_member).1009

1) same_user. The association of this factor reflects the1010

decision propensity of self-integration in the pull-based1011

development model, i.e., a preference for self-rejected1012

rather than self-approved. As you can see from the1013

related work [55], the self-approved patch is defect-1014

prone. To address this situation, future researchers need1015

to consider whether to change the pull-based develop-1016

ment model, e.g., for self-approved contributions, gen-1017

erate a warning to other developers in the community.1018

2) lifetime_minutes. In related works [52], [56], they only1019

discussed the direction of the association of this factor1020

with pull request decisions. We found that, compared to1021

other factors, the correlation between lifetime and pull1022

request decisions is relatively high. In the future, when1023

exploring the influence of factors on pull request deci-1024

sions, the lifetime should be considered as an essential1025

control variable.1026

3) prior_review_num. This factor is not considered to have1027

a significant association with pull request decisions in1028

related work [57]. However, our result shows that it1029

is significantly important, which ranks the third when1030

considering other factors in an overall perspective. The1031

conflict of conclusion here is not to negate the past1032

research but offers a view applicable at a large scale,1033

as Baysal et al. only did a case study on two projects.1034

4) has_comments. Many previous studies focused on the1035

association between the number of comments and pull1036

request decisions [2], [10], [12], [15], [24]. Although1037

there were studies focused on comment existence [53],1038

[58], there is no discussion on its importance and1039

comparing these two factors. Our result finds that the1040

existence of comments is relatively important and can1041

15. https://github.com/zhangxunhui/TSE_pull-based-
development/blob/main/technical_report.pdf

replace the number of comments in explaining pull 1042

request decisions. 1043

5) core_member. For this factor, compared to previous stud- 1044

ies [2], [10], [15], [24], [59], [60], we not only conclude 1045

a positive correlation of consistency but also find that 1046

the factor has a sizable effect when compared with all 1047

the other factors. Unlike the top 4 factors, this factor is 1048

present at the time of pull request submission. There- 1049

fore, this factor has an irreplaceable effect on predicting 1050

pull request decisions at the open time of pull requests. 1051

5.2.3 Findings in different contexts 1052

Under different contexts, we find the relative importance of 1053

the influence of postconditional factors. In previous studies, 1054

while Iyer et al. [24] found that both positive emotion and 1055

negative emotion significantly affect pull request decisions, 1056

our results, on the other hand, found that only positive 1057

emotion had a sizable effect when considering all factors. 1058

It also illustrates that when there exist comments, effec- 1059

tively tapping the hidden positive emotion in comments 1060

is important for predicting the final states of pull requests. 1061

Also, for pull requests using CI tools [10], the pass of CI 1062

builds positively and significantly influences the merging 1063

of pull requests. However, our model verifies its relative 1064

importance compared to other factors, i.e., the decisions 1065

of pull requests are heavily influenced by the outcome 1066

of CI builds, which is the third most important factor in 1067

explaining pull request decisions. 1068

While having comments leads to a lower probability of 1069

merging pull requests, it is needed to differentiate according 1070

to the characteristics of the commenter. We found that if 1071

there exist comments from others (other_comment), e.g., end- 1072

users or external developers, the pull request is more likely 1073

to be merged (Section 3.1.1). Different from Golzadeh et 1074

al. [61], we validated on a much larger dataset and consider 1075

different kinds of projects instead of just Cargo ecosystem. 1076

The importance of factors changes and varies signifi- 1077

cantly as the context changes. And these findings have not 1078

been explicitly discussed in previous studies. We find that 1079

the number of commits has a sizable effect on the decision- 1080

making of pull requests containing comments. For those 1081

without comments, the effect is relatively small. This leads 1082

to the fact that when studying factors’ association with pull 1083

request decisions, the impact of the number of commits 1084

on pull request decisions should be fully considered when 1085

there is no comment. Similarly, for pull requests that do 1086

not use CI tools, more significant consideration needs to 1087

be given to the weight of the comment. As the project 1088

develops, the importance of the factors changes. Among 1089

them, the influence of contribution’s area hotness (com- 1090

mits_on_files_touched) on pull request decisions should be 1091

considered for the early stage of the project. And as projects 1092

become mature, the experience of integrators becomes im- 1093

portant. 1094

5.3 Implications 1095

Our findings have implications for research and practice. 1096

Unlike related work, we construct a model from a more 1097

comprehensive perspective by collecting measurable factors 1098

from all pull request decision-related papers to explain the 1099
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association and relative importance of factors with pull re-1100

quest decisions. The discussion of different contexts reveals1101

the influence of context on the relevance of factors, which1102

guides future related studies to select appropriate control1103

variables when empirically analyzing pull request decisions1104

in global or different contexts. Some findings from the study1105

also provide theoretical support for future research and the1106

optimization of pull-based development models. Next, we1107

will discuss the implications in detail.1108

5.3.1 For research1109

For future research, this paper can give some guidance. For1110

example:1111

When conducting research on pull request decisions, re-1112

searchers can find usable findings from our paper for both1113

a general overview and specific contexts (see Section 3.1).1114

E.g., when studying the association of new factors with pull1115

request decisions, different factors should be considered as1116

control factors for different situations, and here we give the1117

recommended list (see Table 9) (the set of factors with more1118

than 1% of explained variance in various situations). For1119

other contexts, our dataset and scripts can be used to find1120

the factors that rank high on the explanation of pull request1121

decisions in the corresponding contexts as control variables.1122

Since the impact of a factor on the decision may vary at1123

different periods of the pull request (e.g., num_commits - Sec-1124

tion 5.2), we think that future research and the construction1125

of evaluation tools need to consider the impact of changing1126

factor dynamics.1127

When conducting research related to pull-based development,1128

researchers can find useful data and conclusions. E.g., when1129

studying how CI tools influence the code review process,1130

researchers can easily find that in an overall perspective, the1131

usage of CI tools increases the likelihood of pull request1132

acceptance (Section 3.1.1), and the outcome of CI builds1133

significantly influence the decision making with large effect1134

(Section 3.1.2). However, there still exist exceptional cases,1135

e.g., merge without passing CI builds. Thus, subsequent1136

studies can be conducted based on our data and findings.1137

5.3.2 For practice1138

The results of our study can provide open source con-1139

tributors and maintainers with many recommendations for1140

practices to follow. For example:1141

For pull request contributors, if they want to increase the1142

chances of having their contributions being accepted, they1143

should respond to criticism from stakeholders on time, as1144

the lifetime significantly influences pull request decisions1145

with a large effect size.1146

Suppose there are other non-reviewers involved in the1147

discussion (other_comment exists). In that case, the pull re-1148

quest is more likely to be merged, and contributors are1149

advised not to give up and modify it according to the project1150

requirements. As “developers need be more aware of the1151

human-centric issues of their end-users,” [62] one possible1152

explanation for the influence of other_comment is that end-1153

user feedback can help a lot in improving the quality of1154

the software. 16 The discussion may be closely related to1155

the project requirements and development direction, which1156

16. https://github.com/rails/rails/pull/20851

directly influences whether the contribution can be merged 1157

or not [63]. 1158

For pull request maintainers, as the build outcome of CI 1159

tools significantly influences pull request decisions, we rec- 1160

ommend maintainers install related CI tools to help improve 1161

the merge rate of contributions. 1162

Contributions that remain unprocessed for a long time 1163

are likely not to be merged. On the one hand, maintainers 1164

purposely do not pick pull requests that are either not to 1165

their interest or do not need immediate attention. On the 1166

other hand, reviewers do not respond at the right time [64]. 1167

The delay of response may lead to the loss of peripheral 1168

contributors [65] and produce many abandoned contribu- 1169

tions in the long run [66]. We think project managers can 1170

use the mention-bots to reduce the response time [67]. Or 1171

predict and alert on pull request remaining processing time 1172

to speed up the code review [3]. 1173

For both contributors and integrators, we suggest they 1174

participate in the review process with a positive attitude and 1175

promote the merging of contributions encouragingly. Our 1176

study further solidifies the importance of positive emotion 1177

for pull request decisions by integrating multiple factors. A 1178

positive atmosphere is of great importance for intra-project 1179

communication and efficient collaboration [68]. 1180

For the improvement of the pull-based model, as we find 1181

that self-integrated pull requests are likely to be rejected, 1182

and a previous study [55] found that self-approved contri- 1183

butions are bug-prone. Therefore, some adjustments can be 1184

made to self-integration. For self-integrated pull requests, 1185

the integrator’s experience is a determinant factor for the 1186

decision of pull requests. We wonder if a warning flag 1187

could be added to pull requests integrated by inexperienced 1188

integrators to attract others for verification. 1189

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY 1190

Our work builds on a decade of research on pull-based de- 1191

velopment, extracting the features relevant for pull request 1192

decision-making. In this way, we stand on the shoulders 1193

of giants and hence benefit from it and inherit the limita- 1194

tions of the features they present. In addition, we face the 1195

following limitations and classify them into four categories, 1196

i.e., construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and 1197

conclusion validity [69]. 1198

6.1 Construct Validity 1199

• The measure of relative importance may change if we 1200

choose a different method, which may lead to a dif- 1201

ferent conclusion. There are different ways to calculate 1202

the importance of factors in a logistic regression model, 1203

e.g., the percentage of variance explained by each fac- 1204

tor [45], which is similar to the percentage of total 1205

variance explained by least squares regression [39], the 1206

standardized coefficient [70], and the change in logistic 1207

pseudo partial correlation [71]. This is a research field 1208

in itself and relates to the choice of the algorithm [72], 1209

[73]. To compare the importance of factors in different 1210

models, in this paper, we choose the percentage of 1211

explained variance to represent factor importance. The 1212

choice of the metric may affect the consistency of the 1213
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TABLE 9: The recommended control factors for different contexts

overall other-integrated self-integrated has comment no comment use CI no CI early stage of projects

same_user X X X X X X

lifetime_minutes X X X X X X X X

prior_review_num X X X X X X X

has_comments X X X X X X

core_member X X X X X X X

num_commits X X X X X X X

other_comment X X X X X X

ci_exists X X X

hash_tag X X X X X

account_creation_days X X

commits_on_files_touched X X X X

reopen_or_not X X

open_pr_num X X X

prev_pullreqs X

first_pr X

files_added X

contrib_open X

perc_pos_emotion X

description_length X

ci_failed_perc X

num_comments X

files_changed X

followers X

Note: Xmarks the recommended control factors when building logistic regression models for pull request decisions

conclusion to a certain extent. However, as this metric1214

is widely used in many related works [10], [12], [74],1215

our result can reflect the influence of factors on pull1216

request decisions to a certain extent.1217

• The inconsistency between the GHTorrent dataset and1218

the results returned by the GitHub API brought about1219

errors in the time-related factors, which may influ-1220

ence the results. We checked 100 randomly selected1221

records for each of the four factors first_response_time,1222

account_creation_days, project_age, and ci_latency, and the1223

precision was 98%, 97%, 96%, and 94%, respectively.1224

Our dataset has inherited the problems, but from our1225

investigation, the number of errors in our dataset is1226

small compared to the size we have used for analysis.1227

• A developer may have multiple accounts in GitHub. We1228

did not combine the accounts in our model. However,1229

we analyzed this situation with a relevant tool [75] and1230

found that 94% of the accounts in our dataset corre-1231

sponds to only one developer. Due to the importance1232

of the factor same_user in our model, we examined the1233

reliability of the factor and found that the case of a user1234

having multiple accounts does not affect its accuracy.1235

• For RQ2, we divided the data according to team size1236

and the closing time of pull requests. This paper does1237

not discuss the robustness of threshold selection, which1238

may lead to less reliable conclusions. However, accord-1239

ing to previous studies [52], [53], they split the data into1240

three subsets for the trend analysis. Also, there are in-1241

finite ways to select the data division threshold, which1242

can lead to differences in data size for different subsets.1243

While optimizing the differences of data subsets, our1244

result effectively reflects different contexts’ influence on1245

pull request decisions. 1246

6.2 Internal Validity 1247

• The absence of factors may have an impact on the 1248

relative importance of factors in the conclusion. We con- 1249

sider factors that can be mined from archival data and 1250

exclude those factors, e.g., eye track-related factors [21], 1251

that are difficult to quantify in a scalable manner. These 1252

factors also include factors that focus only on specific 1253

scenarios, e.g., factors related to Microsoft [3] and npm 1254

ecosystems only [16]. Because these factors also influ- 1255

ence pull request decisions, as mentioned in previous 1256

studies, removing them can impact factors’ relative 1257

importance on affecting pull request decisions. We are 1258

not sure how these factors perform together with our 1259

collected factors. At least, we have collected as many 1260

relevant factors as possible, quantified them, and added 1261

them to our dataset. Also, during data preprocessing, 1262

we remove the factor bug_fix due to 99.3% missing 1263

values, and thus, we are not sure how this factor affects 1264

pull request decision-making. Although many tools can 1265

predict whether a pull request fixes a bug, we only 1266

use the manually added label to classify pull requests 1267

to ensure data’s accuracy. Future studies that want to 1268

delve deeper into the impact of these deleted factors 1269

can use other tools to complement this data for further 1270

analysis. 1271

• There lacks a careful consideration of different types of 1272

projects. It is undeniable that when building models, it’s 1273

better to consider different kinds of projects separately. 1274

However, the heterogeneity of projects has many di- 1275

mensions, not only limited to the code contribution and 1276
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review process. Therefore it isn’t easy to achieve accu-1277

rate classification of projects. This paper has considered1278

the issue of project heterogeneity to some extent, which1279

includes many project related factors and treats team1280

size as a project context.1281

6.3 External Validity1282

• Project selection introduces data bias when building1283

models, resulting in our conclusions that may not apply1284

to the complete set of GitHub data or some specific1285

types of projects. E.g., projects written in programming1286

languages other than Java, Python, Ruby, JavaScript,1287

Scala, and Go. Since it is impractical to model using1288

data from the complete GitHub collection, the diversity1289

of our data can help avoid this problem to a certain1290

extent. Similarly, when selecting the projects, we se-1291

lected the top 3% of projects in terms of the number1292

of submitted pull requests and filtered out the projects1293

in which the number of closed pull requests was less1294

than 20. In Section 2.2, we mentioned that we specified1295

these thresholds through discussion for the scalability1296

and validity of the dataset. We cannot guarantee that1297

our conclusions are available for other projects. We have1298

at least tried to select the proper set of projects.1299

• The generalizability of our study is not verified in other1300

social coding platforms (other than GitHub) or other1301

modern code review tools, e.g., Gerrit. One major reason1302

for differences can be the factors influencing pull re-1303

quest decisions on different platforms. The comparison1304

of factors’ influence on contribution decisions under1305

different platforms or tools belongs to another research1306

in the future.1307

6.4 Conclusion Validity1308

• For logistic regression models, comparing the variance1309

explained by the same factor in different models is1310

not accurate. This may affect the correctness of the1311

conclusions, as the variance explained by the factors1312

in different regression models fluctuates when different1313

models use different training sets. But there is not a1314

good solution to the problem. However, in our study,1315

we consider only the factors that change dramatically in1316

different contexts. When building models with the same1317

set of predictors, large changes in explained variance1318

can be used to describe the change in factor importance.1319

7 RELATED WORK1320

The related work of this paper is mainly divided into four1321

parts. The first subsection introduces modern code review.1322

The second subsection introduces factors influencing pull1323

request decisions. Third, we introduce papers that tried to1324

integrate related factors and explain the relative importance1325

of the factors influencing pull request decisions. Fourth, we1326

discuss other studies that have introduced scientific research1327

methods based on big data.1328

7.1 Modern Code Review 1329

Although Fagan et al. developed a structure of code in- 1330

spection in 1976 [76], it is very time-consuming and not 1331

applicable in practice [77]. Therefore, modern code review 1332

comes into being, which is informal, tool-based, and occurs 1333

regularly in practice [78]. 1334

Many tools or platforms support modern code review. 1335

Different companies and organizations use various tools 1336

and have their policy during the code review process [79]. 1337

CRITICS [80], ReviewClipse [81], and Mylyn Reviews [82] 1338

are code review tools integrated into IDE, combining the 1339

code review and development process. Another popular 1340

tool called Gerrit [83], which supported many projects in- 1341

cluding Android, OpenStack is a Git-based tool. CodeFlow, 1342

which is similar to Gerrit, is widely used by Microsoft [78]. 1343

In recent years, the pull-based development model has 1344

become a new paradigm for distributed software develop- 1345

ment. Many code-hosting sites, notably GitHub, support the 1346

model by integrating it with code review systems [1]. Unlike 1347

Gerrit, pull requests on GitHub focus not only on a single 1348

commit but also on a whole branch [84]. In contrast, pull 1349

request is easy to participate in the contribution process 1350

without having to master many git operations [85]. Its well- 1351

designed user interface and support for social collaboration 1352

help improve the usability and code review process of 1353

GitHub [86]. These characteristics help GitHub get more 1354

than 79 million users and 238 million repositories. Therefore, 1355

we would like to start with GitHub’s pull-based model to 1356

explain the factors associated with pull request decisions. 1357

7.2 Factors influencing pull request decisions 1358

The factors influencing pull request decisions can be di- 1359

vided into three categories, namely, developer characteris- 1360

tics, project characteristics and pull request characteristics. 1361

7.2.1 Developer characteristics 1362

Developer characteristics are related to the contributor and 1363

the integrator. This category contains factors related to hu- 1364

man beings and interactions between two contributors or 1365

a contributor and a project. This category includes basic 1366

information on developers, including their gender [87], 1367

country information [12], and affiliation [88], [89]. Some stud- 1368

ies focus on personal features, including the personality 1369

and emotion of developers [2], [24], while others studied 1370

the relationship between the developer and the target 1371

project, including the experience of developers, which is 1372

conceptualized as the count of previous pull requests, ac- 1373

cepted commit count [90], days since account creation [91], 1374

whether it is the first pull request of the contributor [52], 1375

[53], the prior reviews of the integrator [89], the coreness 1376

of the contributor [10], [15], [52], [59], [92], [93], the social 1377

distance [15] and social strength [10] of contributor to the 1378

integrator, and the response time of the integrator to the pull 1379

request [10]. 1380

7.2.2 Project characteristics 1381

Studies on project characteristics mainly talk about the 1382

basic information of target projects when submitting 1383

pull requests, which can be summarized into the follow- 1384

ing aspects: programming language [52], [58], [91], project 1385
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popularity, measured as watcher count [28], star count [28],1386

fork count [54], [91], age of the project [10], [15], workload1387

measured as the number of open pull requests [10], [89],1388

activeness measured as the time interval in seconds between1389

the opening time of the two latest pull requests [54], and1390

openness measured as the count of open issues [54].1391

7.2.3 Pull request characteristics1392

Related works focus on the basic information of pull1393

requests, which includes the size of the change measured1394

at the file level, commit level, and code level [10]; the1395

complexity of a pull request measured as the length of de-1396

scription [10]; the nature of pull requests measured as bug1397

fixes [58], [90], the test inclusion of pull requests [10], [15],1398

[92], and the hotness or relevance of a PR [1], [10], [15], [53],1399

[88], [90]. Additionally, some studies focus on the process1400

information of pull requests generated during the code1401

review process, including the reference of a contributor, issue1402

or pull request [10], [25]; the conflict of a pull request [1];1403

the complexity of discussion [28]; the emotion in discussion [24];1404

and CI tool usage during the review process [10], [11], [26],1405

[94], [95].1406

7.3 Attempts at explaining pull request decisions1407

Few studies have tried to integrate the factors related to1408

pull request decisions and have explored their relative1409

importance in predicting outcomes. Gousios et al. [1] first1410

collected a set of factors and performed a preliminary1411

exploration of relative importance based on the random1412

forest method. However, it was in the early stage of this1413

study area. Tsay et al. [15] used an explanatory method1414

to explore the importance of social and technical factors.1415

However, similar to Gousios et al.’s work [1], their work1416

also acted as groundbreaking research, leading to the emer-1417

gence of many other studies. Since then, a few follow-ups1418

have come into being, e.g., personality-related factors [2],1419

geographical location [12], and CI-related factors [10]. In1420

2020, Dey et al. [16] collected 50 factors of 483,988 pull1421

requests based on 4,218 projects. They also used random1422

the forest method to determine the important factors in1423

predicting the decision. However, they focused only on the1424

npm community and gathered factors without conducting1425

a systematic literature review. As a result, factors related to1426

CI, personality, emotion, geographical, etc., were missing.1427

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no study has1428

synthesized the existing body of knowledge to empirically1429

explain pull request decisions.1430

7.4 Big-data-based scientific research methods1431

Big data has provided many research opportunities, for1432

which there are mainly two research methods, i.e., data-1433

driven and theory-driven methods. Maass et al. [96] dis-1434

cussed the difference between these two methods and found1435

that the data-driven method first focuses on the data and1436

then extracts patterns and forms into theory. However, the1437

theory-driven method first comes up with a theory and uses1438

data to prove it. Therefore, our study is data driven, finding1439

patterns in different subsets of data and forming them into1440

theory.1441

For the process of a data-driven study, Kar et al. [97] sug- 1442

gested that there are 6 main steps for building up a theory, 1443

i.e., data acquisition, data conversion, data analysis, factor 1444

identification, theory development and model validation. 1445

There are many studies in different research areas that 1446

have used data-driven research methods. For example, 1447

Greenwood et al. [98] studied the influence of race, gender, 1448

and socioeconomic status on the incidence rate of human 1449

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection using data from 1450

12 million patients. Likewise, other previous studies [1], 1451

[10], [12], [15] on pull request decisions all used data-driven 1452

methods. 1453

However, for the data acquisition part, previous studies 1454

focused only on one specific type of factor or several self- 1455

defined factors. Without including all the related factors, one 1456

can hardly gain an overall grasp of the influence of all fac- 1457

tors. Therefore, we conducted a systematic literature review 1458

in this study. According to Kitchenham et al. [99], a system- 1459

atic literature review is an important part of evidence-based 1460

software engineering (EBSE), as it can aggregate all existing 1461

evidence and provide guidelines for researchers. 1462

8 CONCLUSIONS 1463

This study synthesizes the existing body of knowledge to 1464

empirically explain pull request decisions. Our mixed effects 1465

logistic regression models built on large and diverse GitHub 1466

project data show that a handful of factors (5 to 10) explain 1467

pull request decisions the most. The most important factor 1468

influencing pull request decisions is whether the contributor 1469

and the integrator are the same user, explaining more than 1470

30% of the variance. Surprisingly, this factor did not surface 1471

in any of the prior works and is thus a contribution of this 1472

study. In addition, positive emotions during discussion and 1473

CI build results become relatively more important when a 1474

pull request has comments and uses CI tools, respectively. 1475

Furthermore, we noticed that the use of CI tools replaced the 1476

function of comments, indicating changes in the influence 1477

of these factors. We think that this study has empirically 1478

synthesized an explanation for pull request decisions that is 1479

useful for research and practice. 1480
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TABLE 10: Factors related to pull request decisions in related articles.
First column lists factors in alphabet ascending order in each class, the rest columns list related articles and the result of each factor.

Horizontal Line in the middle of shape (	) means the factor is removed when building models because of multicollinearity.
Filling: Filled ( ) means significance is reported and unfilled (#) means significance is not reported because of not using statistical model or inconsistent conclusions.

Size of filled shape: Big shape ( ) shows statistically significant relation and small shape ( ) statistically insignificant with 95% confidence threshold.
Color: Blue  means a positive relation (meaning increase in the chances of pull request acceptance), red  means a negative relation, gray  means uncertain relation

because of not using statistical model or nonlinear conclusion.
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TABLE 10: Factors related to pull request decisions in related articles.
First column lists factors in alphabet ascending order in each class, the rest columns list related articles and the result of each factor.

Horizontal Line in the middle of shape (	) means the factor is removed when building models because of multicollinearity.
Filling: Filled ( ) means significance is reported and unfilled (#) means significance is not reported because of not using statistical model or inconsistent conclusions.

Size of filled shape: Big shape ( ) shows statistically significant relation and small shape ( ) statistically insignificant with 95% confidence threshold.
Color: Blue  means a positive relation (meaning increase in the chances of pull request acceptance), red  means a negative relation, gray  means uncertain relation

because of not using statistical model or nonlinear conclusion.
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TABLE 10: Factors related to pull request decisions in related articles.
First column lists factors in alphabet ascending order in each class, the rest columns list related articles and the result of each factor.

Horizontal Line in the middle of shape (	) means the factor is removed when building models because of multicollinearity.
Filling: Filled ( ) means significance is reported and unfilled (#) means significance is not reported because of not using statistical model or inconsistent conclusions.

Size of filled shape: Big shape ( ) shows statistically significant relation and small shape ( ) statistically insignificant with 95% confidence threshold.
Color: Blue  means a positive relation (meaning increase in the chances of pull request acceptance), red  means a negative relation, gray  means uncertain relation

because of not using statistical model or nonlinear conclusion.
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APPENDIX A1932

RESULTS OF DIFFERENT CONTEXTS1933

TABLE 11: Results in different contexts
Dependent variable: merged_or_not=1

same user or not has comments or not ci exists or not different team sizes different periods
yes no yes no yes no small mid large before 2016.6 2016.6-2018.6 after 2018.6

(Intercept) 10.4∗∗∗ 34.4∗∗∗ 13.1∗∗∗ 42.4∗∗∗ 20.4∗∗∗ 13.3∗∗∗ 24.9∗∗∗ 20.7∗∗∗ 15.9∗∗∗ 6.9∗∗∗ 16.6∗∗∗ 7.1∗∗∗

prior_review_num 2.86∗∗∗[31.17] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.51∗∗∗[14.40] 1.91∗∗∗[22.12] 1.53∗∗∗[13.76] 1.53∗∗∗[11.95] 1.59∗∗∗[11.27] 1.41∗∗∗[ 8.80] 1.57∗∗∗[18.89] 1.30∗∗∗[ 6.25] 1.63∗∗∗[14.12] 1.72∗∗∗[17.00]

lifetime_minutes 0.66∗∗∗[19.09] 0.52∗∗∗[43.67] 0.61∗∗∗[29.79] 0.70∗∗∗[12.97] 0.60∗∗∗[21.52] 0.61∗∗∗[20.78] 0.54∗∗∗[24.47] 0.61∗∗∗[20.16] 0.67∗∗∗[16.55] 0.65∗∗∗[20.26] 0.57∗∗∗[20.83] 0.62∗∗∗[12.69]

core_member 1.26∗∗∗[ 9.36] 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.31] 1.29∗∗∗[ 5.55] 1.33∗∗∗[ 5.85] 1.30∗∗∗[ 5.28] 1.26∗∗∗[ 4.66] 1.42∗∗∗[ 5.90] 1.28∗∗∗[ 5.24] 1.19∗∗∗[ 3.24] 1.27∗∗∗[ 5.99] 1.34∗∗∗[ 4.94] 1.29∗∗∗[ 3.14]

prev_pullreqs 0.61∗∗∗[ 5.85] 1.17∗∗∗[ 1.24] 1.13∗∗∗[ 0.69] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.09] 1.14∗∗∗[ 0.64] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.56] 1.21∗∗∗[ 0.79] 1.21∗∗∗[ 1.37] 1.13∗∗∗[ 0.84] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.29] 1.26∗∗∗[ 1.59] 1.24∗∗∗[ 1.32]

num_commits 1.23∗∗∗[ 3.78] 1.46∗∗∗[10.43] 1.49∗∗∗[11.33] 0.98∗∗ [ 0.03] 1.32∗∗∗[ 4.85] 1.25∗∗∗[ 3.57] 1.36∗∗∗[ 4.64] 1.31∗∗∗[ 4.53] 1.26∗∗∗[ 4.36] 1.18∗∗∗[ 2.31] 1.32∗∗∗[ 4.13] 1.36∗∗∗[ 4.84]

hash_tag 1.14∗∗∗[ 2.52] 1.10∗∗∗[ 1.34] 1.14∗∗∗[ 2.27] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.65] 1.12∗∗∗[ 1.46] 1.10∗∗∗[ 1.14] 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.37] 1.11∗∗∗[ 1.16] 1.11∗∗∗[ 1.38] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.22] 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.44] 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.30]
first_pr 0.91∗∗∗[ 1.82] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.30] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.32] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.31] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.45] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.27] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.23] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.15] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.31] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.50] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.20] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.32]
files_added 0.88∗∗∗[ 1.57] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.30] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.83] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.57] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.90] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.53] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.52] 0.89∗∗∗[ 1.04] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.94] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.11] 0.88∗∗∗[ 0.95] 0.86∗∗∗[ 1.34]
reopen_or_not 0.93∗∗∗[ 1.52] 0.99. [ 0.01] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.17] 0.92∗∗∗[ 2.39] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.40] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.24] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.23] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.48] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.43] 0.99∗∗∗[ 0.03] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.18] 0.93∗∗∗[ 1.06]
open_pr_num 0.73∗∗∗[ 1.37] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.09] 0.60∗∗∗[ 3.07] 0.83∗∗∗[ 0.33] 0.76∗∗∗[ 0.93] 0.81∗∗∗[ 1.26] 0.83∗∗∗[ 0.81] 0.98 [ 0.01] 0.77∗∗∗[ 1.34] 0.72∗∗∗[ 0.53] 0.75∗∗∗[ 0.28]
contrib_open 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.28] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.38] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.25] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.24] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.15] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.34] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.12] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.70] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.25] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.46] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.27] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.02]
description_length 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.45] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.12∗∗∗[ 1.11] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.17] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.13] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.08] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.29] 0.99∗ [ 0.01] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.26] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.36]

commits_on_files_touched 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.41] 1.11∗∗∗[ 1.16] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.23] 1.18∗∗∗[ 1.86] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.24] 1.13∗∗∗[ 1.39] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.61] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.90] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.20] 1.30∗∗∗[ 7.25] 0.99 [ 0.00] 0.99 [ 0.00]

stars 0.83∗∗∗[ 0.40] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.83∗∗∗[ 0.39] 0.83∗∗∗[ 0.37] 0.85∗∗∗[ 0.24] 0.75∗∗∗[ 0.81] 0.81∗∗∗[ 0.69] 0.89∗∗∗[ 0.17] 1.05∗∗ [ 0.01] 0.83∗∗∗[ 0.45] 0.72∗∗∗[ 0.44] 0.71∗∗∗[ 0.50]
project_age 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.19] 1.24∗∗∗[ 1.37] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.16] 1.16∗∗∗[ 0.53] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.20] 1.15∗∗∗[ 0.50] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.15] 0.98∗ [ 0.01] 0.89∗∗∗[ 0.40] 1.69∗∗∗[ 2.27] 3.80∗∗∗[ 4.81]
files_changed 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.18] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.54] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.11] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.43] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.15] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.47] 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.16] 0.91∗∗∗[ 0.33] 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.21] 0.86∗∗∗[ 1.13] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.09] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.13]
test_churn 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.15] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.52] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.39] 0.99 [ 0.01] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.27] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.15] 1.11∗∗∗[ 0.45] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.25] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.11] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.34] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.40] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.23]
account_creation_days 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.13] 1.11∗∗∗[ 1.70] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.28] 1.17∗∗∗[ 2.26] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.58] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.22] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.33] 1.11∗∗∗[ 1.04] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.06] 0.99∗ [ 0.01] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.06]
team_size 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.08] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.19] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.07] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.14] 1.02∗ [ 0.00] 0.96∗ [ 0.02] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.30] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.88∗∗∗[ 0.37] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.07] 0.85∗∗∗[ 0.16]
pushed_delta 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.46] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.15] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.38] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.17] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.18] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.31] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.25] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.08] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.26] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.12]
integrator_availability 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.15] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.99 [ 0.01] 0.99∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.01∗ [ 0.03] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.01 [ 0.00] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.14] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.06] 0.98∗∗ [ 0.03]
test_inclusion 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.02∗ [ 0.02] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.01∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.01 [ 0.00]
contrib_neur 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.27] 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.01. [ 0.00] 1.03∗∗ [ 0.05] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.25] 0.99∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.03] 0.99 [ 0.00]
contrib_cons 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.17] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.20] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.12] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.04] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.12] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.01∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.54]
contrib_gender 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.13] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.10] 0.99 [ 0.00] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.06] 0.98∗∗ [ 0.04] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.08] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.09] 0.99∗∗ [ 0.02] 0.99 [ 0.01] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.10] 1.01 [ 0.00]
pr_succ_rate 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.99∗ [ 0.01] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.03] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.04] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.25] 0.99 [ 0.01] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.10] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.14] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.11∗∗∗[ 0.13]
contrib_agree 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.99∗ [ 0.01] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.03] 0.96∗∗ [ 0.04] 0.99∗∗ [ 0.01] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.07] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.09] 0.99 [ 0.00] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.02] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.08] 1.00 [ 0.00]
friday_effect 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.01 [ 0.01] 1.01∗∗ [ 0.01] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.06] 1.01 [ 0.00] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.01 [ 0.00]
contrib_extra 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.03] 0.99∗ [ 0.01] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.18] 0.99. [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.02] 0.99 [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.99∗∗ [ 0.02] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.06] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.11]
src_churn 0.99∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.01 [ 0.01] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.15] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.65] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.10] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.10] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.01 [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00]
open_issue_num 0.96∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.15∗∗∗[ 0.22] 0.99 [ 0.00] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.13] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.90∗∗∗[ 0.15] 1.02 [ 0.01] 1.03∗∗ [ 0.01] 0.96 [ 0.01] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.07∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.05 [ 0.01]
sloc 1.02∗ [ 0.01] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.96∗∗ [ 0.04] 0.99 [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.98∗ [ 0.01] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.08] 1.13∗∗∗[ 0.33] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.07] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.05]
files_deleted 0.99∗ [ 0.01] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.08] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.18] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.28] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.06] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.99∗ [ 0.01] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.04] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.07]
test_lines_per_kloc 0.98∗ [ 0.01] 0.99 [ 0.00] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.02] 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.14] 1.01 [ 0.00] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.17] 0.98∗∗ [ 0.01] 1.02∗ [ 0.01] 0.98 [ 0.01] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.22] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.94∗∗∗[ 0.06]
followers 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.18] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.12] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.12] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.04] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.07] 1.01 [ 0.00] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.39] 1.14∗∗∗[ 1.40] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.16] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.07]

has_comments 0.68∗∗∗[10.43] 0.50∗∗∗[27.35] - - 0.65∗∗∗[10.11] 0.52∗∗∗[24.50] 0.57∗∗∗[13.21] 0.64∗∗∗[10.27] 0.66∗∗∗[11.93] 0.63∗∗∗[14.94] 0.62∗∗∗[ 9.60] 0.55∗∗∗[13.78]

other_comment 1.24∗∗∗[ 5.84] 1.18∗∗∗[ 3.60] - - 1.23∗∗∗[ 4.18] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.71] 1.31∗∗∗[ 6.33] 1.23∗∗∗[ 4.15] 1.14∗∗∗[ 1.92] 1.14∗∗∗[ 2.25] 1.22∗∗∗[ 3.07] 1.25∗∗∗[ 2.84]
ci_exists 1.11∗∗∗[ 0.95] 1.19∗∗∗[ 2.52] 1.14∗∗∗[ 1.64] 1.16∗∗∗[ 1.16] - - 1.13∗∗∗[ 0.76] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.79] 1.09∗∗∗[ 0.66] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.64] 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.44] 1.17∗∗∗[ 0.66]
num_comments 1.12∗∗∗[ 0.88] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.11] - - 1.01. [ 0.00] 1.18∗∗∗[ 1.38] 0.91∗∗∗[ 0.37] 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.13∗∗∗[ 0.79] 1.08∗∗∗[ 0.31] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.01] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.16]
comment_conflict 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.04] - - 1.01∗ [ 0.01] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.06] 1.01∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.01∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.04]

same_user - - 0.56∗∗∗[29.27] 0.42∗∗∗[41.50] 0.51∗∗∗[32.75] 0.59∗∗∗[23.27] 0.49∗∗∗[24.47] 0.49∗∗∗[36.03] 0.55∗∗∗[32.58] 0.57∗∗∗[31.20] 0.46∗∗∗[33.20] 0.46∗∗∗[28.79]

inte_open - - 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.61] 1.01 [ 0.01] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.51] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.07] 0.98∗ [ 0.01] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.25] 1.18∗∗∗[ 2.12] 0.97∗∗∗[ 0.05] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.04] 1.25∗∗∗[ 2.21]
inte_neur - - 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.99 [ 0.01] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.15] 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.24] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.05] 0.93∗∗∗[ 0.18] 1.10∗∗∗[ 0.58] 0.96∗∗∗[ 0.11] 0.98∗ [ 0.01] 1.13∗∗∗[ 0.57]
inte_agree - - 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.14] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.02] 1.01 [ 0.00] 0.98∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.02] 1.02∗∗ [ 0.01] 0.92∗∗∗[ 0.16]
inte_extra - - 1.01. [ 0.00] 0.97∗ [ 0.02] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.01] 0.97∗ [ 0.03] 1.06∗∗∗[ 0.11] 1.07∗∗∗[ 0.21] 0.95∗∗∗[ 0.14] 1.02∗∗∗[ 0.03] 1.04∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.02 [ 0.02]
inte_cons - - 1.00 [ 0.00] 1.05∗∗∗[ 0.06] 1.01 [ 0.00] 0.98. [ 0.02] 1.01 [ 0.00] 1.00 [ 0.00] 0.99∗∗ [ 0.01] 1.01 [ 0.01] 1.03∗∗∗[ 0.02] 0.97∗∗ [ 0.03]

Observations 950,985 1,010,937 1,152,714 809,208 1,611,277 350,645 601,460 703,396 701,900 512,707 585,401 274,121
AUC_train 0.862 0.874 0.837 0.872 0.843 0.884 0.877 0.843 0.837 0.850 0.867 0.879
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